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HOW MUCH CASH
I* TO RUN CITY
• •
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Law Proscribes That Financial Ques-
. den Shall Be Settled •
During January.
?dlayor Yeiser yesterday made an
attempt to get the city legislative
finance committee to effect some ac-
tion towards deciding how much
money ail be needed to run the mun-
icipal government this year, but after
a two Fours' session nothing definite
was effected along this line, except
that the four republican aldermen.
Palmer, Hank, Hubbard and Cham-
blin, served notice on the democrats
that only $.21.000 would be allowed
the police department this year. and
not tis000 as desired. lengthy men-
tion of which appears in another
column of this issue.
The state laws prescribe that Padu-
cah shall each January decide how
much money it will need to run the
public government during the ensu-
ing twelve months, and then adopt an
ordinance offic ally apportioning to
each departmental fund the slim re-
quisite. The new coencil for is has
organized. elected its president and
the - latter chosen his finance com-
mittee that will represent that lower
legislative board at the committee
session where is framed up the ROMs
neded for each department. so they
can be reported to the full boards for
adoption in ordnance form. The
aldermanic board has not organized
an the finance committee could be
chosen, the four republicans in this
board of eight "deadlocking" the
body and refusing to let a president
lie named unless it is a republican.
Until the presiding isfiucer is chosen
nothing whatever can be done to-
" Wards appo tieing committees and pro-
ceeding to business
As January is fast coming to an
err!. the mayor wants this apportion-
ment measure adopted as provided by
law which fixes this month 4o it will
be known what fund each department
is to have for. use duriog 1907. With
this object in view the mayor yester-
day _summoned the councilmanc fi-
nance committeet and then all thealdermen, no committee of this na-
ture existing in the latter body. He
.submitted to them a document show-
ing how mutt each department had
*et ;aside for its use last year. and
how much these department's asked
for this year, as follows:
is
DEPNRTM E NTS. 1906
Streets $ t 8,000
Fire Dept. .  27.000
Pace  21.000
Light plant  &ono
Water  12.500
City flail  t.000
Oak Grove  2.soo
New Cemetery  500
Charity rata tut . a... 3,000
hospital .  5,00o
Sanitary .  3,000
General expense   5,000
Interest .. :  23,5oo
Sinking fund, 8.000
Library    4.000
FloaSing delo .
Contingent  
Real estate  












Excitement Created by Wild Report That Embankment
Had Given Way and Whole Town Submerged—Dis-
patches From Lonisville State Condition Quite
Serious—Eighteen Foot Rise at Jackson
Mach excitement was created here
yesterday afternoon when the report
got circulated that the big levee had
broken at Shawneetown, Ill., and let
the Ohio river flood in on that little
city, drowning many people and sub-
merging the homes of hundreds, but
this proved to be false, as substanti-
ated by the messages received from
that little place shortly thereafter.
Mr. Nick Frakes, the well known
South Third street barber, called up
his brother, Mr. Joseph Prakes, over
the long distance telephone, and the
latter said that the rumor that the em-
bankment had given away was false,
as it Was solid and compactNas yet.
and no fear existed regarding any
break.
Mr. Frakes said it would take at
least eight feet yet for the river to
flood over the levee, which is the
huge embankment constructed on the
low side of Shawneetown to protect
it from the Ohio river during high
water. The only water in the city
is that produced through the inces-
sant rains. Ord narily this •urface
water is drainea out through these
pipes, if the latter were not closed.
Closing the piping prevents Ilia rain-
water from flowing away from inside
the city, therefore it is left standing.
and this is the only water in Shawnee-
town.
The governnient bts It the levee
around the Shawneetown to hold off
the river which before then submerged
the houses when the stream was high.
Several years ago, while the Ohio
was at a high stage. the levee broke
and destroyed thousands of dollars
worth of property. In being rebuilt
the embankment was made stronger'
and there is no danger now..
For fear the water may drive them
from their homes, the Shawneetown
people have asked the state author-
ities of Springfield. Ill., to send down
hundreds of military tents so they
























It will be seen that for this year
.only about $30,000 more is wanted
than was spent during two, as though
$193,805 was apportioned for expendi-
ture- : las, year the republican boards
used all that and Ihen $44,000 more,
the latter being the deficit left over
for the incoming democrats to pay off
this war.
The cdleials yesterday figured over
the dfferent funds, one side wanting
this. the other wanting that, until
when they adjourned nothing what-
ever had been reached of definite
form, and the thing vitrually stands
where o was before the meeting, ex-
cept as regards the flat-footed stan.I
••••••
flooded. If the emergency arises the
tents will be pitched on the hills
around there and people live in this
manner until the waters recede. Al-
ready many have moved into the sec-
ond story of their residences and
business houses in order to be pre-
pared to that extent for anything
that may occur.
Louisville Situation.
Oispatches from Louisville yester-
day said
River rising at Pittsburg and points
between here and that city. Heavy
rains in prospect; considerable priva-
tion ;n submerged sections of LOD'S-
ville; families by hundreds flood-
bound; business hampered in many
instances. Trains delayed and top of
rise not yet here. Jeffersonville and
New Albany almost surrounded, 7 a.
in canal 32.7 feet; below canal
58.2 feet; to a. m., in canal 33 feet:
below canal 58.6 feet.
tiVOL. 23, NUMBER 228
VIILLIANT WEDLOCK UNITES 'PROVED NOT TO
CEREMONIAL THE TIE KING BE MURDERER
01-Foot Rise at Jackson.
Jackson. Ky. Jan t8.—There was
a rise of eighteen feet in the Kentucky
river here and prospects for more
rain. Great damage may result. "
SMITHLAND WATER.
Kr. Webb Ssys it Will Take Only
• About Seven Feet fo Sub-
merge City.
'Mr. Charles Webb, Jr., of Smith -
land vvas in the city yesterday and
states it will take only ablaut seven
more feet of water to completely sub-
merge that neighboring city. The
town Ns surrounded by backwater
now, while the rivers are steadily ris-
ing and the Smithland people fear
they will have to move to the up-
per floors of their homes. The river
is higher there now than'it has been
for years and much damage would be
wrought to the small place if sub-
merged.
REGISTER WON IT'S SUIT
AGAINST MARK WOR TEN
ALTHOUGH THE JURY DFD NOT YESTERDAY ALLOW THEFULL AMOUNT OF DAMAGES DESIRED, THE REGISTERPROVED ITSELF TO BE IN THE RIGHT WITH ITS LITIGA-TION-AGAINST MARK WORTEN, WHO BROUGHT USELESSSUITS AGAINST THE NEWSPAPER AND ITS OWNER.
The Register yesterday on its
suits against Mark Worten by estab-
lishing the newspaper was in the
nght, although the judgment given
waii small, $3t. After the jury was
discharged it was learned from them
that six were for giving this paper
judgment for the full amount of costs
asked, while three were for a com-
promise -and only three in favor of
Worten. In order not to get "hung
up and refuse to bring in a verdict,
which would throw the case over to
the next term cif court, as existed
during the first trial last October,
eine of the jurors signed the ver-
dict for $31 and returned it to the
court.
Two years ago Sam Stone was ar-
rssted here by the police and carried
tack to Marion to answer to the
charge of wilfully maiming some
stock belonging to naother. It de-
veloped. when he got there, that it
was his son of the same name that
wus wanted, and not the father, who
was released. The Register published
the arrest and facts, and Worten af-
terwards got Stone to sue the paper,
although Worten knew he had no
cause for action against this news-
',slier. A newspaper can be sued in
any county it circulates in inside this
state. and The Register having Liv-
ingston county stlbscribers, Worten
bought the litigation at Smithland
in order to pot the newspaper to as
much expense as possible in carrying
its witnesses back and forth and de-
taken by the republicans regarding
the police fund.
The, mayor says something will
have to be done towards getting the
apportionment ordinance adopted this
month, and he is constantly working
to break the deadlock so the public's
us sines' can proceed.
fraying their expenses.
p The Smithland snit. was for $to.000
W orten wanted from this paper for
his friend Stone on the ground that
the paper injured Stone's character
when it published about that man's
arrest for the Marion authorities.
The Register very easily won the suit
a: Smithland, and then afterwards
F ue (4. Worten here to recover from
him the amount equal to the expense
this paper was put to in fighting the
Smithland action that Worten insti-
tuted without cause.
These suits of The Register against
Worten came up for trial last Oc-
tober and resulted in a "hung jury,"
all not being able to agree at that
ome. After they were dismissed it
developed that it took only one more
juror for The Register to have got-
ten damages against Worten then.
Now the cas,es came up for trial again
and The Register wins its contention
agLinst Worten, although the full
amount desired was not allowed by
the jury.
Worten cannot appeal the litigation,
as nothing but judgments of $2oo and
over ; can be taken to the higher
!
courts.
This will probably put a quietus
on Worten's reckless institution of
suits against those he does not per-
isonally like.






Neurologists So Testify Before Penn-
sylvania Investigating Committee.
MISS ELIZABETH BURNETT
WAS MAID OF HONOR AND
CARY TABB BEST MAN.
Ceremony Followed With a Sumptu-
ous Wedding Breakfast—Roscoe
Burnett and Wife Attend.
'Warren, Pa., Jan. 18.—Eminent
neurologists testified today before - the
committee that is investigating the
'state insane hospital that insanity is
contagious. The state will take
drastic measures to check the spread
of the disease.
7
The wedding of Miss Marie Burnett
to Mr. Graddy Cary was solemnized
yesterday at noon at the home of Miss
Burietes parents, Mr. and Mrs.
HerRy Burnett, of 1521 Fourth avenue
say% yesterday's Courier-Journal.
Tile ceremony was performed by
the Rev. James Gibbon Mamigerode,
rectbr of Calvary Episcopal church.
Tlae oate for the wedding of Miss
Buttlett to Mr. Cars- was the twenty-
fifth anniversary of the wedding of
the .4arale's parents and was also the
fifty-second anniversary of the wed-
d rig of the bride's maternal grandpar-
ents, Mr. and Nits. L. C. Dallam.
Miss Elizabeth Burnett was her
sister's maid of honor and her only
attendant.
Mi. Cary Tabb was his cousin's
best man.
The ceremony was performed in
the library. That room and the draw-
ing-ram were not decorated in any
set way, but quantities of flowers
were placed in bo4vFs and cases about
the room.
At the far end of the library there
was a trellis covered in greens and
above the trellis on either side were
Roman condelabra with white
tapers and in the center just above
the trellis stood a great mass of As-
cevion lilies. The bridal party stood
in friar of the tft4tlendtirairg the cere-
mony and afterward to receive con-
gratulations.
As thc bridal party came down the
stairs Mrs. W. B. Pace, the bride's
aunt, played the wedding march from
"Tanheuser" pn a pipe organ - which
had been placed in the hall.
The party came down the stairs in
the following order: The Rev. Dr.
Nlinnigerode, who was followed by
Miss Elizabeth Burnett; then the
bride with her father, Mr. Henry
Burnett. They walked through the
hall into the drawing-room and back
into the library, where Mr. Cary and
Mr. Tabb were awaiting them. Dur-
ing the ceremony Mrs. Pace played
Goanod's Sanctus.
Miss Burnett wore one of the most
beautiful wedding gowns ever seen in
Lasuisvile. The gown was of white
satin veiled in white chiffon trimmed
in duchesse lace The bodice was
made entirely of the lace and had a
high corsage and long. transparent
sleeves of the lace covering the writs.
She wore no gloves and carried a
small French bouquet of lilies of the
valley bordered with lace.
Miss Burnett's wedding veil was
woven, espec ally for her and was a
marvel of the lacemaker's art.
.ft was made of the finest Brussels
net with wide border of exquisitely
wrought duchesse lace. The veil was
held with a coronet of orange blos- Mr. Brant who is a veteran.
soms made in Paris for Miss Burnett. The program follows:
Miss Elizabeth Barnett wore a Prayer—Rev. J. R. Henty. D. D.
"beautiful Empire gown of white Hymn— How Firm a Foundation"
chiffon painted in pale pink roses and 
—Choir.
Reading of General Lee's Farewell
Address to the Confederate Army—
B. H. Scott. gb
Song—"Come Unto Me"--Chosr.
Address on the "Life and Charas-
ter of General Robert E. Lee"—Rev.
W. T. Bollingg, 134 D.
Song—"For All the Saints, Who
From Their Labors Rest"—Choir.
Presentation of crosses of hon* by
the U. D. C.—Mrs. Victoria Thomp-
son.
Response-1.T. C. 11 .---:R. J. Barber.
Benediction—Rev, W. E. Cave,
D.. D.
CAPTAIN E. R DUTT MARRIED




NIECE OF COLONEL WILLIAM
A. WICKLIFFE MARRIES AT
MACON, GA., FEB. 14.
This Evening the tooth Anniversary
of General Robert E. Lee's Birth-
day Will Be Celebrated.
With much pleasure will many
friends here receive the happy news
that yesterday Miss Martin of Evans-
ville, Ind., and Captain E. R: Mitt,
the tie king of this city, were united
n marriage at Louisville, by Rev.
Mack of the English Lutheran church
of that city. The couple are expected
here soon to make their home.
'Without imparting to his friends
the nature of this mission, the well
known tie man left Paducah several
days since for Evansville on business,
rot of a commercial nature however,
but with Cupid. At the Indiana city
he was jo ned by his bride, and tlie
two repairing to Louisville, there had
the ceremony performed.
The bride is a handsome and cul-
tured woman of a well known Evans-
ville family, and will be received here
happily by the many friends of the
groom.
Captain Dutt is known over this
section of the country as the "tie
king," buying mill ons of ties every
year for Northern railroads, He is
a prominent man, congenial, pleasant,
to everybody, and highly thought of,





Miss Agnes Flamm, and
eon Horas Mitchell of Macon, Ga.,
will be un ted in marriage February
14. at that city.
Friends here remember the young
bride as a lovely and popular girl
who removed from this city several
years ago to Macon with her parents.
She is the daughter of the late W. W.
Hutson. well known drug salesman
during life, who lived in Paducah a
number of years. She has often
visited here at the residence of her
uncle. Colonel William A. Wickliffe
of Th rd and Monroe.
The groom is a prominent young
business man of Macon.
mounted on white liberty satin. The
high corsage had a shallow point of
the painted chiffon in front, outlined
with Venetian :ace. A simulated
girdle of the lace defined the waist
line in front and extended up the
back, in Empire effect. The sleeves
were of the chiffon caught with tiny
bands of paster pink velvet. The
painted garlandi extended around the:
bottom of the shirt and continued up
the back to the top of the corsage.
The bride tarried a large loose clus-
ter of bridesmaids' roses tied with
pink tulle.
Mrs. Burnett wore a handsome _Constable A. C. Shelton yester-gown of white Louisine. day sold the photographing outfit ofAfter the ceremony the wedding.' James Solar of South Third street.breakfast was served. The bride's pursuant to orders from the court oftable, which stood in the dining-room, 1 Justice Emery in order the proceedsWas round in shape and had a cover .could be taken to payoff the amountpf clunny lace. In the center stood a of judgments gotten against Solar bysilver tasket filled with lilies of the I people he owed and would not pay.
iThe outfit was bought by Charles(Continued on Pap Eight.) j Dishon for Slot.
Confederate Celebration,
The Broadway Methodist church
will be crowded this evening by peo-
ple participating in the celebration of
the tooth anniversary of the birthday
of General Robert E. Lee, one of the
most distinguished men of the South.
The entertainment is grven under
auspices of the James T. Walbert
camp of Confederate veterans of this
city. assisted by the Daughters of the
Confederacy. ,
The ceremonies begin at 7:30
o'clock, and during the gathering'
crosses of honor will be conferred on
Messrs. G. W. Brant of Lamont, and
W. B. McPherson, Saunders A Fow-
ler and Phil b Alcott of this city, all
sons of Confederate soldiers except
ED BUTLER THOUGHT TOI
HAVE BEEN ED RU'TTER,
COLORED MURDERER. A
RUTTER KILLED TOM M'LEAN
WEDNESDAY AT MARION




Some One Stole a Hay Mower From-
the James IfIldrist. Farm in
Clark's River Section.
Officer James.park of the police
force yesterday natiroft arrested a
negro named Ed 111st)E7 alias Wal-
lace, believing hififehialie. Ed Rutter
who killed Tom etifcLean at Marion.
Ky., Wednesday night. The suspect
was taken to police headquarters and
released on being indentified by a
cvusin of McLean as being the wrong
party. The cousin was at Marion
when the killing occurred and knows
the murderer. Butler proved to be
from Tennessee, having arrived here
several days ago.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter of the
police force, received a long distance
telephone message from Marion ask-
ing that a lookout be *at for Rut-
ter who killed McLean during a fight
at that place. The Marion authorities
think Rutter will come this way and
requests the Paducah department to
keep alert in this respect.
McLean is a Smithiland darkey
and white people in Paducah from
that city say he is an honorable,
peaceable,and good negro. He was
walking down the street at Marion
when he met Rutter. The latter pull-
ed his gun, without any eema*, and
shot McLean through the heah, the
latter falling dead in his tracks. The
murderer escaped and left heatied
this way, but the officers have not
located him. They were telephoned
good description of the fugitive° who
is being closely watched for.
Heeded Not Timely Warning.
Yesterday morning the judge gave
Frank Sullivan hours in which to
leave the city or stand prosecution.
Sullivan promised to skip out, but
last evening was arrested by Officers
Johnson and Cross who found him
Crunk down on Kentucky avenue be-
tween Second a.nd Third streets. He
was locked up and will bc given a jail
sentence this morning
Railroader,' Scrap.
Abe Thompson and Arthur frprie
were arrested by Officer Samuel
Howell last evening on the charge
of using obscene language on the
itreet-in presence of others at Fourth
and Broactiirga , NOM were re:eased
on their 
i  
tsar bond. to appear in
tho police court this morning.
Breach of Peace.
Officers Glass and Rogers arrested
Frank Center who is accused of hav-
ing a fight with Charles Grosshart,
the latter of whom was arrested Sev-
eral days ago and fined in the court.
Some. One Stole Mower.
James Hilldreth of the Clark's river
section of the,sai toSy notified the po-
lice depart menhr ieSt. erday that some
one had stolen his hay mower front
the farm in I ' .
Whi is Wife.
The police are looking for Bill Mor-
gan, a white shanty-boater, who is
charged with whippjng his wife. He
has skipped out. beige ttre-man who'
escaped from Policeman Wm. Orr
several days ago'Viii041ing across
the river in his skifra;Fien the officer
approached Morgan's,sbantyboat.
Shoemaker. 13/fashased.
Word from Jackania,„--Tesic.• is that
Jack Shoemaker has been held over
to the circuit court grand jury in $50o
bond to answer to the charge-of forg-
ery. He is in jail. He passed him-
self off as a man named. Putman and
buncoed Officer Norris Warlick of
Jackson out of $5o. He•ronfeases to
his guilt. Shoemaker was arrested
here one day last week by Officer Hilt
who found him at a boarding house
half a block from the city hall.
Snatched Bracelet.
Yesterday at noon, while Jeweler
Pollock of Seventh and Broadway had
his back turned, a negro clipped in the
place snatched a bracelet, darted min
the door, up. to Seventh, down. the
latter thoroughfare to the alley be-
hind-Temple Isreal and then up there,
disappearing. The jeweler gave chase











Rev. Calvin M. Thompson 
of the
First Baptist church will 
tomorrow
morning preach on "Will 
Success
Always Crown The Efforts of
 _Love.
Or Will There be Failure at
 Times?"
At the evening hoar the 
divine de-
lisers the first cuf a series 
of four ser-
mons on "Hell," his initial 
topic being
"Can The Reality of Hell B
e Estab-
lished Independent .of The 
Bible?"
Trimble Street Methodist.
"Israel's First King" will be 
preach-
ed on tomorrow morning 
by Rev. C.
W. Banks of the Trimble str
eet Meth-
()that church, while at the 
evening
hour his theme will be "
Nature's il-
lustration of The Gospell."
Third Street Methodist.
Rev. Pfeter Odds of the 
Third
street Methodist church will 
tomor-
row deliaer more sermons 
of his se-
ries on "The Holy Spirit."
German Evangelical.
Rev. Wm. Bourquin of the 
German




preach at the Evangelical 
church
there lie returns in time 
to fill his
local pulpit in the evening, 
delivering
the second of his series of 
sermons.
the topic being "God's Name
."
German Lutheran.
Rev. A. C. Illton of the 
German
Lutheran church on South Fifth 
goes
to the county tofluarr
ow morning to
preach, while he fills the pulpit 
here
in the city at the evening hour, de-
livering his farewell discourse. 
To-
morrow afternoon the cong
regation
hold a business session at which
time a call- will be sent for 
some
divine to come and succeed.Dr, 
lilton
who leaves the last of next week
 or
last of the following for Wilton,
 lo..
where he remains for several m
onths
resting up and recuperating his he
alth
bufore accepting any other charge.
Second Baptist.
Rt v. I.. C. Graham has been called
to the pastorate of the SecondB
ap-
tot church and has acceptted. li
e
will preach tomorrow morning and
evening at the regular hours.
Broadway Methodist
Rev. W. T. ;Bolling fills his pulpit
LIVELY TOWN
IS MAYFIELD
Hilarious Persons Still Celebrating—
Probably Don't Know Christ-
mas Has Passed.
According to the following from
the iMessenger certain parties are sti
ll
celebrating. Poss lily they have not
gotten over their Christmas jag. and
think Christmas is still on. Says the
Messenger:
"There is one thing that sluauld be
stopped in the city of Mayfield and
that is the disturbances that take
place during the night. During most
of Wednesday night certain parts of
the town were made both hideous
and dangerous by a number of per
-
none, hollow ng, cursing, blackguare-
Mg. shooting and singing.
"It was next to impossible for the
people to rest ,and sleep at home
-during the night when this conduct
was indulged in. This is a,civilized
community and the law-abisling
zeta: should be pfotected not only
from bodily harm. but Iron being
disturbed daring their slumbers.
"Nothing will stop this conduct
quicker than a united effort on the
part of both the county and city of-
ficials to make each and every one
guilty of such conduct to feel the
heavy penalties of the law.
"The names are not known to the
Messenger, but all aloffg West Broad-
way. the corner of Eighth and South
streets and others, the morning was
wade h deems from 12 o'clock until
letter 2 o'clock. At such times in the
nieht it is dangerous for a citizen
to be on the streets and the people





Four Perso-s Injured on Lexington
& Eastern, but None Will Die.
Torrent, Ky., Jan. TK—Passenger
train No. 3 on the Lexington & East-
ern railroad, bound from Jackson to
Lexington, went down an embank-
ment three miles east of Torrent yes-
terday afternoon and several of the
crew Acre injured.
The engaie. baggage car And
smoker rolled down the hill while the
rear coach stopped on the side of
one embankment. The smoking car
contained twelve or fifteen traveling
men. .111 of whom escaped injury by
limping from the windows. Mi55
Martha Oliver, of Hazard, Perry
county was the only woman passen-
ger on the train. She was en route
to Louisville to enter a hospital.
She was severely but not fafally in-
jured. Engineer James Gordon.
*Baggage Master 'Max O'Connell and
Mail Clerk Italflich were slightly hurt.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESILItTS,
tomorrow morning and evening at
the Broadway ..........Meth_odist church.
Temple Israel.
Rabbi Lovitch of Temple Israel
fills his pulpit tomorrow morning at
it o'clock.
Grace Episcopal.
Sunday school worship and preach-
ing at the regular hours will be held
tomorrow at Grace Episcopal church,
Rector David Wright in tthe pulpit.
First Presbyterian.
"Help for Hard Places" is the sub-
ject of tomorrow morning's worship
by Rev. Ws E. Cave of the First
Presbyterian church, while at the
evening hour his theme will be "Un-
recognized Power."
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian.
Rev. J. R. Henry of the Kentucky
aresue Presbyterian church will
preach tomorrow morning on "The
Bible—Our Guide Book," while an
evangelistic service will be conducted
at the evening hour. Worship will
be conducted in the church lecture
login on account of repairs which are
being made to the auditorium by the
decorators. Strangers cordially in-
vited to attend all the services of this
church.
Tenth Street Christian.
Rev. J. C. Shelton will preach to-
morrow morning and evening at the
Tenth street Christian church. Sun-
da) school and communion worship
wail be held at the regular hours.
North Twelfth Baptist.
Sunday school worship nal be held
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
the Nortj; Twelfth street Baptist
church
City Missions,
Rev. W. J. Taylor of the City Mis-
cuing, will preach tomorrow morning
at the Massack Methodist church ou
the topic, -God's Warning to Those
Who Follow The Lord Afar Off"
First Christian.
Sunday school services and com-
munion worship will be held tomor-




Jeffersonville. Ind., Jan. i&—Chris-
tian Dant, a tramp by profession, and
a would-be hero for the sake of con-
venience. became an :nmate of the In-
diana reformatoky at Jeffersonville
yeotter.lay to satisfy the laws of Indi-
ana. Dana arrived on an early train
from Lawrenceburg, Dearborn coun-
ty, ander s.entence.to serve from two
to fourteen years on a conviction to
the charge of placing an obstruction
on a railway track. He was traveling
by easy stages on foot from Hobo-
ken to Chicago and had cleared Cin-
cinnati under full sail, taking the
r ght-of-way of the Big Four railroad
to continue his journey westward. At
Lawrenceburg he began to grow foot-
sore and a bright idea struck him
by which he gained the impression
he might get a "lift" and perhaps a
few dollars. Tired as he was he man-
aged to drag a number of crosstie•
to the track, and placing them in a
cattle guard. hurried back several hun-
dred fret to flag a fast express that
he could hear rumbling in, the dis-
tance. He stopped the tra n in ample
time to -prevent an accident and told
a wonderful story as to how he had
walked right on to a farmer who was
blockading the road becaiwe a train
had killed a cow. Hk said he did not
have time to arrest the farmer, but
hurried down the line to, flag the
train. No one believed his story hnd




St. Louis, Jan. t8.—Mrs. Martha
Krout. 63 years old, of No. 3701 Ber-
nard street, suffered a horrible death
last night, when her clothing caught
fire from a kerosene lamp that ex-
ploded, and she was burned to a crisp
befalte she could be rescued from the
flames by the members of her family.
The clothing was burned entirely
from her body, and her face so badly
scorchsd that it was beyond recogni-
tion. •
A heroic attempt was made to ret-
itle Mrs. Krout by her blind daughter,
Miss Sallie Krout, who was sleeping
upsta rs. She was the first to hear the
agonized cries for help. Mi;s Krout
groped her way to a couch and, seiz-
ing a cover and wrapping it about the
burning woman, attempted to smother
the flames. But when Edward Krout.
a son, had been aroused by his sister's
cries and groped his way through the
smoke-filled house, his mother had
died from inhaling the flames and
smoke.
Noah limn. 77 years old, the hus-
band, was in the room at the time his
wife's clotting caught fire, but he
is paralyzed to such an extent that
he is unable to speak above a whisper:
He was forced to lie in his bed and
watch the flames envelop his wife






and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We wIlt send You
nu ADVICK, in plain sealed envelope, and a vai-
uabie b4-page book on "Home Treatment tor WOUtell
Address: Lathes' Ath Isory Department, The
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn. CI SI
Working Women
and girls who are worn out with the toil of daily work, find in Win
e
of Cardui a remedy that will assuage their pains, build up their n
erves,
restore their appetites and strengthen their weary bodies. No women
suffer so generally from the diseases peculiar to their sex, as t
hose
who weaken their system with over-work, be It at office, store, or home.
To such over-worked women
IF CARD Woman'sRelief
comes as a boon and a blessing, as is proved by its won
derful success, for the past 50
years, in the treatment of female dtseases. -I cannot recom
mend Cardu1 too highly,"
writes Mrs. Nellie French. of Batavia, 0 -I had be
en bothered with pains In my back,
and would nearly die with the headache every mont
h. I took 3 bottles of Cardul and it
eased away all pain. I have recommended Cardui to
 many of my friends." It is safe,
non-intoxicating and absolutely reliable. Good fo
r young and old. Try It.
At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles
•
Dorothy Dix Cells Dow to pick a Dusband
A young woman asks me jo tell
her how to select a husband and to
point out what qual ties make a man
desirable or undesirable as a life part-
ner. Yesterday I attempted to warn
her against some traits in a man that
should be avoided. But today I wish
to call her attention to some Of the
virtues in a man that insures his
wife's happiness.
To begin aith. I wish to remiml
her that gen ng married is tery
much like a horse trade. For one
thing, the unwary and unaophiaticat-
ed are very apt to get taken in and
cheated, and for another she shoold
look out for pretty much the same
qualities in man and beast. If she
buys a nag that is sound in wind
and limb, kind and tractable in dis-
position, and that is easily broken
to double harness, she will never re-
gret her barga n. Nor will she ever
land in the divorce court if she picks
out that sort of a husband.
Marry a man with-a good digestion
and no nerves if you want a pearl
of a husband. All of the seven dead-
ly sins do not make a man ao hard
to live with as a genuine. v. ell-devel-
oped cast of s liver. Ile lives in a
state of perpetual grouch. -Nothing
ever pleases him. Ile knocks his
wife?: housekeewing, hammers
op Mona, quarrels with her family,
spanks the baby and kicks the cat,
and his presence in a household is as
depressing as a wets blanket.
Health Necessary;
Nfost of the temp( r and bickering
of domestic life is the result of dys-
pep•ia and nerves, the realization of
which makes husbands and w ve• able
to accept a deathbed apology nith a
good grace and maintain a auffic•ent-
ly mournful attitude at the funeral.
but it does not render the burden
any easier to bear while the offender
is still able to he around and about
So don't let yourself in for this par-
ticular brand of marttydom if you
can help it.
A semi-invalid woman is had
enough, heaven knows, but an airing
man is an affliction that it takes the
grace of God and the hope of a heavy
life insurance policy to enable a wo-
man to endure.
Choose, therefore, aa a husband a
man who is hearty and husky and who
cart earn three square meal' a day.
Such a man is characteristically hope-
ful and cheery and brings sunshine
with him wherever he goes. lie will
look at things broadly and sanely
and the little pin pricks of domestic
life will not goad him to madness
25 they do the nervous man.
When his wife, gets into the dole-
lid dumps he will not lecture her up-
on her folly, but will tell her to putt
on her hat anti come along to see a
good show and have some supper af-
terward—for you see, he isn't afraid
of his stomach, and he doesn't have
to think so much about bs own pains
that he has no time to spare upon his
wife's.
A preferred variety of this type of
man is their one who is frankly fond
of good eating, and who has a welsh
rarebit recipe and a special way of
making salad dressing. Grab a man
like that at the very first opportu-
nity you get, for as a husband he is
one among ten thousand and one al-
together lovely.
Like or Dislike.
Ire w II be a provider who will
never let tte pantry get empty. Also
the chances are that such a man will
be easily domesticated, thereby saving
his wife much anxiety and worry.
Above 'all, the woman whose hug-
band is fond of the pleacurea of the
table has always a lever by which to
work him, and a hold on him that
will never fad as long as she is
willing to juggle with rthe gas range.
Peatity fades, youth flees, wit be-
dinner s always a thing to conjure
with. Plain living and high think-
ing may be a noble plan to live on
theoretically, but it's no platform to
marry on.
Choose 35 a husband the man whose
tastes are most similar to yours. Love
doesn't cut half the figure in mar-
ried lie that congeniality does. Ro-
mantic affection—the illusion and
delusion that most people marry on—
lasts but a mighty little while, and
then, if a man and woman haven't
got a re•erve fund of the same kind
of likes and dislikes to fall bask up-
on, they go bankrupt.
But if they are congenial, f they
are interested in reading the same
books, seeing the, satin plays, playing
golf or bridge. or automobiling, or
piling up a fortune, or any thing
whereby they can meet on common
ground, and spend hours together
without yawning, they are safe. ,
So, ;n pick rig out a husband %etch
out to see if the man who asks you
to be his wife actually lets you into
hie real thoughts and plates and
treats yon as a good fellow and a
comrade. Also observe, if you take
any'. interest in his conversation, the
mimee he twitches off telling you.
how beautiful and angelic and won-
derful you are and how he adores
you.
As to Clothes. •
Any of Us can be entertained by
hot air being hurled tat us, but mat-
t 1131;4311y chute.. off the steam prea-
sure, and you have got to provide
against that contingency, it isn't
enough to be thrilled, my dear; yon
have got to take out an accident
policy in matrimony against
bored to death. and the only
pany that never defaults on its
ment is the Mutual Congenial.
Look well to a man's clothes and
personal appearance. There's an idi-
otic proverb to the effect that she
ahouldn't judge a man by his coat.
hut if there's any barometer that an-
dicates any more plainly whether yon
will have clear or falling weather in
matrimony I don't know what it is
Give me one look at a man's
clothes and 1 will tell you whether
he has good judgment, whether he
is careless and easily influenced.
whether he is indolent and lacking
in get-up-and-get and hustle, and
whether he will make the k mid of a
husband and father who will take
care of his family, or whether his
wife will always have to bear the
burden of the planning and economiz-
ing, even if she doesn't have to take
in boarders to support him.
The man who dresses too well for
his means is vain and extravagant.
and his wife will have to go shabby
that he may patron ze expensive tail-
ors. The one who dresses too poorly
for' big income is either stingy, in
which ease he would expect his wife
to wear $3.95 millinery, or else he
lacks a perception of the value of
things and would never rise above
his present position.
The one who wears inappropriate
clothes could be sold a gold br ck.
and his family will always be doing
saving stunts to pay for his mistaken
while as for the man whose linen is
passee and his ties wrinkled stringt.
he needs only the lei-down of 'a.lit-
tle bad kick -to degenerate into bar-
room loafer.
The Real Man.
A clean shave and polished shoes
are outward signs of an inward grace
and go a long way toward making
a man a gentleman, and, after all is
said, there is nothing better to mar-
ry than a gentleman. ,
Chief quality of all, though, girls,
in selecting a.huapand is to pick 07tt
a man who has heart and sentiment.
Nothing else takes their place:
.Notice if a man is sympathetic
Comes stale after a time/ bpt a good Oblerye 'his treatment of the old,
being
corn-
the poor, the lame, the halt and the
blind If his hand is generous to
the beggar, if he is tender to Or
ragged little child who is trying to
sell him a paper of a winter's night.
if he is touched at the sisht of
suffering and stop. to succor a lame
dog, then marry him, if you get the
chance. lie may have faults in plen-
ty. but they are the kind of faults
that Is a luxury to forgive, and he
will never make you •heil 3 teat that
he will not kiss awas
And there are so many men like
htat. thank God, that there's no toe
in a girl taking an inferior grade of
goods But don't be afraid to look
over the man you are thinking of
marrying as carefully as you would
a horse you were contemplating buy-




The Southern Clay company of Cal-
loway county was organised last week
and added another industry to West-
ern Kentucky. The capttalization is
Sino.00n and the clay m Itr• are lo-
cated near Hardin. Marshall coun-
ty. and also in ('alloaay comity. Of-
ficer% of the corporation are H. Da-
vit, Louisville. president, and Dr. 3.
M. Robinsog. Guthrie. secretary an
d
treasurer. 'The corporation will fur
-
nish clay suitable to the manttfac-
titre of high-class ware.—Mayfielil
Messenger.
She Wit. Excused.
One evening as the tro•her of 3
little niece of Phillips RTOOk was
tucking her A armly fon lied, the
maid ocpped in and said there was
PaY- a caller waiting in the parlor. The
mother told Hof child to say her
prayers and promisad that 'lie would
he back in a few mtnutes. The caller
remained only a short time, and when
the mother went apatairit again. -he
asked the little girl if she had done
as she was bidden.
"Yes. mamma, I did and I d dn't."
she said.
"What do you mean by that. dear?"
"Well, mamma, I was awfully
sleepy. so 1 ;tot atiked God if He
wouldn't excuse me tonight. and 
He
said. 'Oh. ,don't mention it. Miss
Brooks.'"
Her "Kismet."
A fashionable woman had a bit of
statnary bearing the inacription 
"Kis-
met." A housemaid dusting the room
asked her miatress:
"Shure, ma'am, what's the m'anin•
of the 'r tin' on the bottom of this?"
"Oh, yon mean 'Kismet;' it means
'fate.'" replied the mistress.
Bridget was limping painfully when
out with her sweetheart not long
afterward, and he asked:
"What's the matter, Bridget?"
"Faith," was the answer, "I have
such terrible corns on me kismet."




Scarcely Any Chance of Escape fr
Great Damage When Cold
Weather Comes.
As a result of the springlike neat
er which has ruled in Graves count
for the past several days the tre
are beginning tp show buds, veget
tion of all kinds is as green as in Apr
or even May, and peach tree. amid
straaberry plant. have blossomed oat
in some localities, says the alasticld
Messengt This is thought to be a
new recor4:, for es yet no one hao been
found who can remember a ainsilat
state of affairs in January. The
weather has been an mild, in spite of
the daily promise of "mulch colder'
by the weather bureau, that prop
go about aithout wraps of an) k'nd
Accompansing the warm weather h
been almost continuous shutters
warm rain which have assisted in the
nusual growth of vegetation at this
aeason.
As a result of this condition. hope
has almost been abandoned already
of there being anything like.* full
fruit crop thisi year. There is sure
to come some real winter weather
between now anal the t me sprin
opens and with fruit trees and straw-
berry plant. already 0).••ing blown
there is hardly any chance for t
fruit to escape destruction.
An old n'ative made the assert
that a• long as She (mend is soa
with water it will not tarn eold.
fact has been horn* rut thus fate
the month, and the character of t
present weather. alternate rain
shine, is keeping the ground in a
dit on to prevent cold weatt4r.
The Publisher)
Claims Sustain°
UNITED STATICS COURT OP CLAt
Taw Pu Webers of Webster's le
Diettserdry Otago that 1t "whin fart..tbe
kur eabriagedI re-edited's'
mil vastay tett hi acct.
the purpose of seleptaste It to
and ?rarer requirements of
Uoa.
We are of the opinion that We
Man eiesuiy and saoursedy
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.


















































































lanuary Bargains In New GARBAGEDUMP
"fork WAS REMOVED
'After the rush and hurly-burly pre-
'ceding Christmas, the New York
:shoos seem, in January, comparative-
ly deserted. In the absence of the
'pushing, eager crowds, shopping once
more becomes a pleasure. Now is
the time in which to pick up won-
alestul bargains, if one only has the
necessary funds. The holiday gifts
making has usually emptied even the
fattest of pocketbooks but quite fre-
quently Santa Clans snakes amends
by tucking a cr'sp greenback or a
gleaming gold piece into some lucky
stocking. Then, indeed, can the for-
tunate owner venture out, and with
it, magic power secure for heraelf,
or her home, lovely and useful ar-
ticles at from a half to a third of
their u-ttal price.
Bargains for the Linen Closet.
Frequently odds and ends of pret-
ty centerpieces, lengths of table
cloths, sideboard covers, bureau scarfs
and somewhat soiled taable napkins
ire massed on "special sale" tables:
at them the &scenting woman can
replenish her linen closet very rea-
sonably. In spite of the absence of
real snow, the stores still follow the
approved January fashion, and are
constantly adrift with pure white
goods. Dainty materials for the sutu-
met gown abound, but the chief at-
traction is apt to be the bed furnish-
ings.
Shasta and Pillowcases.
Sheets and pillowcases, ready made,
arc teen everywhere. They can be
purchased for what the material un-
made would cost, but unfortunately
thett machine-made sheets to not be-
gin to wear as well as the home-
made ones. But the say ng in (abut'
s
probably is worth the difference a'
reward* the wearing quality of the
ready made. The hem-stitched sheets
look very nice ate first, but arc the
least profitable to buy. as the hems
41 Tr apt to give way after they have
been turned over a few times to the
tender mercies of the average wash-
woman.
Mukha( Or Sheets.
In buying sheets it pays to get
them much too large for the bed
Sheets invarI41y wear out ti,r•t iii
the rniddli. and if they are large they
can be made over very n cely. and
thus give many months more of use-
ful serviie. Old pillowcases, partic-
ularly linen ones, can be torn 11140
etri'l*ofy*ying width, the ends
tacked together with a stitch or so.
wooed tightly into bandages. wrap-
Ord in Passer and put in the medi-
cine clioet for use in emergencies.
Sooner or later the need- for them is
ante to arse, and it i• %ell to be
prepared for sodden emergency.
Concerning Pota and Pans.
Kitchen and cooking utrnsi:, are
frequently put on "...re's, irila"
January. It is a good plan to Ohl
card ail grimy. burnt 4)111 oinstv se--
stela for bright, new. shining tinware.
The thin variety is exceedingly cheap
and when it been-nest *orn can 1)..
repiacesr at so little expense that :t
ia ,hardy worth considering. Sieves.
tolaters. steak broiler', flour sifters.
cgit-heaters, colanders, stirring
aparina, etc,. can be purchased for ten
cents or k's. As shining new tins
help to inspire even a dull. slack ser-
vant with an appreciation for order
and cleanliness. I seems a wise plan
to remove all the disheartening worn-
out things. A .few imrnaculati pots,
and pans are worth a closet crowded
with a used-up jumble of all sorts of
greasy, battered. once-expenaiire kitch-
en furnishing-
Cooking Fruits and Other Acids.
For the cooking of all acid., such
as apples. tomatoes, fruits, etc., tin
onuat never be used. The acid, the
tin, and the heat combine n a harm-
ful way. Porcelain or enamal uten-
sils should therefore be exclusively
used 1,-sr this purpose. Frequently
factories turn out articles that are
slightly blemished, which fault pre-
vents their being sold as perfect.
while not in any way affecting their
usefulness. A good supply of these
cheap, serviceable .'seconds" Will re-
pay one in usefulness.
1*gal Luittiries.
Many articles ought to be in use
in a kitchen besides frying and roast-
ing pans, cookpots and kettles.
ring them can be named the round
*diron, which sets in a single stove
?tole. and is useful for broiling, a
couple of shops. Then there is the
frying basket, w:th which one pro-
duces such delicious croquettes.
French-fried potatoes. c,rullers and
iish. A vegetable slicer makes pos-
sible saratoga chips. cucumber salad
4nd the like. A meat chopper, bread
mixer and ice cream freezer ate
among the more expensive but equal-
ly necessary kitchen furnishings, and
•dhe housewife who does not own
them might well invest her Christ-
mas T1 this wise, was-. t.
Neglected Essentials.
("If course you have already sup-
ph.d your kitchen with a can open-
er. which will open cans, a vegetable
knife which is sharp enough lo cut,
and a corkscrew warranted not to
break to pieces the first time it pulls
a cork. If you have not, then. make
ssure your servant is not nicking th-
totk p th iitèzia ucain .with
your silver forks or peel ng potatoes
with your ivory-handled carver. Poor
tools are worthless trash in a house-
hold, or anywhere, and good ones
should be provided for all workers.
The Double Boiler.
A double boiler, has ceased to be
a luxury, and has become a necessity
in every home. Custards, cornstarch,
delicate jellies and all cereals depend
upon it to bring out their best qual-
ities. Cereals, in particular, to ob-
tain the'r hest nutritive values, re-
quire long, slow cooking. The con-
stant, watchful stirring of the most
unwearying cook fails to succeed as
well in the final results as the double
boiler will. The only care it gives
the cook is to keep watering the low-
er part. If it "boils dry" it will ruin
the pot and allow the food it is cook-
ing to scorch. If you cannot have a
double boiler, contrive one out of
two pots; put the mailer one inside.
and raise it from touching the other
by means of the lid- of a baking pow-
der box. But always remember that
the kitchen is the most important
branch of the home life and look af-
ter its details well.
EARLY EXPERIENCES
OF BILL NYE
(By His Son, F. W. Nye.)
At the age of three, as he himself
cave...sell it, Nye took his parents
by the hand, tell:ng them that Pis-
cataquis county was no place for
them. He led them westward to
Wisconsin, where the sturdy young
pioneer soon made a home for his
parents. There was apparently little
about his boyhood days to give birth
to the mirthful side of his character.
A prosaic Wisconsin farm during
the fifties and sixties w th a back-
ground of plowed fields and plenty
of good, hard manual labor in the
foreground, is, hardly the place one
would choose to look for the laugh.
producing genius it brought forth
So little was that talent suspected.
either by its owner or his friends,
that after a partial or entire failure
as farmer, teacher, miller and agent.
he finally resolved that even St. Croix
county was no place for h m. So
loading a few clothes and a lot of
scrawled-on paper into hi5 trunk, he
struck off toward Wyoming.
His shortcomings seem. to have
been due to his highstrung and come-
(Anent overconscientiom naturr. rath-
er than to any lack of thought or care
on his part. One day, shortly before
he left. he Wig up behind the house
pruning fruit trees.
So desperate had he become at his
repeated failures that he fold his
mother as he toiled away at the tough
apple boughs that if he ever came
back to the farm •t would be eithe
as a ancettia or as a corpse. From
this it will he gathered that he took
his shortcoming"' as a great misfor-
tune. Time, however, prOved them
a blessing in disguise. as they led to
%Hetes% in a far more worthy voca-
tion.
In Cheyenne, where he had gone,
he waa forced to dispose of even the
slim contents of his trunk to satisfy
the demands of his landlady. At last
he autcceded in securing temporary
employment 'n Laramie. There in
1976 he was admitted to the bar. It
was his third examination. as he had
faired in too previous ones taken
before he left Wisconsin. When he
hail learned of his second failure he
arose and humbly addressed the court.
•asiog "May it please your honor,
must I give bonds for my reappear-
ance or may I go on my own recog-
nizance?" He practked with more
or less success and later became a
jaatice of the peace.
Wh le he Wall acting in this ca-
pacity a German, arrested on a drunk
,old disorderly charge, had a good
laugh at the expense of the judge's
youthful appearance. On being stun-
Pinned before the court and remarking
the boyiah face behind the desk, the
Dents-eller asked: "Ach! Iss dat Judge
Nye? He 'looks like er peanuts boy
on her train."
It was also in Laramie that he did
his first active literary work. There,
in addition to his law work and the
posifon of postmaster which he af-
terward held, he was engaged by the
local daily. The pay was small—a
dollar a column at most—but, as he
said. "The columns were short, the
type large and 1 was glad to get the
slollar.--New York World.
CARRIED BELOW, WHILE OF-
FAL WILL BE CLEANED
UP.
Warrant Charging William Ross
With Renting House for Bawdy
Purposes Was Withdrawn.
Ghent and Elliott were dism'ssed
the police court yesterday morning
on the charge of maintaining a nuis-
ance at Third and Clay Streets. The
dismissal was the result of an agree-
ment filed whereby they promise to
clean up what garbage and offal left,
lying on the ground at Third and
Clay, where the city garbage dump
floated for a few days. The agree-
ment also provided for removal of
the float, and it has been taken far-
ther down stream. When the back-
water came up over the bank the gar-
bage dump had to be brought along
with the water so as to have a moor-
ing place. Third and Clay was se-
lected as the place to moor the dump,
and people I ring around there pro-
tested on the ground that when the
backwater vient down there would
be left exposed thesgarbage and offal
that now goes &reel to the bottom
of the river there when pitched over-
board.
William Ross, former secretary of
the Retail Merchants' association,
was dismissed of the warrant 'charg-
ing him with renting his property for
bawrly house purposes. The female
occupying the place has been run
out of town.
A fine of $a was assessed against
Charles Harris for disorderly con-
duct.
Altha Miller was assessed $t and
costs for he ng drunk.
Until Monday was postponed the
warrant charging Jim Kirksey, Dock
Carroll, Sam Spann and Noah Cole)
otre engaging in a mutual fight.
Robert Smith, colored, was given
a postponement until Monday of the
case charging him with darting in
the Walter Seck bakery at Seventh
and Washington and itealing $4 from
the cash drawer.
George Goodman, colored, was giv-
en a continuance until today of the
warrant charging h m with stealing
a watch from Ben Grundy, colored.
WASHINGTON'S RELATIVE OUT
John B. Lewis, Murderer, Is Pardoned
From Ohio Penitentiary.
Columbus, 0 . Jan. 18.—John B.
Lewis. who claims that he is a rela-
4ivie .of „George Washington, was
granted a pardon today by the state
.pardon board. He was sent up in
1902 for murder in Hamilton county.
Lewis says that his grandfather's
brother, Fielding Lewis, married
•"rete" Wachie.Y.fm. sister of Georee
Washington, Mid ̀ afterward became
secret-0y to Washington when he was
president.
Typhoid a Needless Scourge.
From. Scranton, Pa . comes further
and more alarming details of the
typhoid fever scourge, which has
equaled, and perhaps exceeded, in vio-
lence the epidemic which prevailed in
Ithaca a few years ago. In a city of
too,000 inhabitants no less than j000
cases are believed to exist, the schools
have been practically closed, bas ness
is prostrated, the police are patrolling
)the streets enilorcing he 'sanitary
lass's, and a condition akin to mar-
tial law has been established. Hos-
pitals are taxed to their utmost ca-
pacity. ptysicians and nurses are worn
out by constant attendance, and the
people are panic stricken. Even the
assertion by the state health corn-
m ssioner that are diseve is appar-
ently under eiSntrol has failed to al-
lay public apprehension.
The appearance of the scourge is
due, of course, to the polluted nature
of the water supply, to the indiffer-
ence of the authorities in taking im-
mediate steps for the protection of
the people, and to the carele,sness of
the people themselves in guarding
against the well known causes of ty-
phoid. The lack of precipitat on last
year in many parts of the country
accounts to a marked degree for the
increased peril of fever, but it does
not account for the neglect of those
charged with public protection to en-
force. steadily atoll stringoratly the
laws and regulations for the preven-
tion of an outbreak of that disease.
The Scranton water works belonged
to a private company, hut it was the
ditty of the city ar•thorit e-s to keep
informed as to the kind of water it
was supplying, and make it improve
the quality if it was bad, and to no-
tify the public that it should take
precautions,
The experiences of past years
should have taught every health offi-
cial and every intelligent citizen that
in proper filtration and in the strong-
er precaution. "boil the water," when
there is reason to suspect disease
germs, lies the doom of typhoid. For
one reason or another, usually gross
carelessness, the water supply of a
city may be polluted, but even this
pollution may not have serious con-
sequences if the authorifes act at
once and take the stern meastires
they adopt when disease becomes ep-
idemic. In this age of intelligence
there is no reasonable excuse for the
condition of affairs that exist': 'n
Scranton, and that has existed in Ith-
aca and. many other towns through-
out the country. Chicago learned its
lesson in a pure water supply, and
there is hardly a possibility that this
city can ever again suffer from any
thing more than sporadic CASeq of
typhoid. That other cities are learn-
ADVERTISE' IN THE REGISTER ing that lesson at this late day speaks
Lot gross heedlessness on the part of cap
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Boy in Misery 12 Years—Eczema
Spread Over Body in Rough
Scales, Cracked, Inflamed, and
Swollen—Case Pronounced Incur-
able, but Completely Cured by
Two Sets of Cuticura Remedies.
HIS SKIN NOW FINE
AND SMOOTH AS SILK
"I wish to inform you that —^%r
wonderful Cutieura has put a au* to
twelve years ot misery I passed with
my son. As an infant I noticed on
his body a red spot and treated same
with different remedies for about five
years, but when the spot berie to
get larger I_ put him under the care INSURE WITH -
of doctors. Under their treatment the
disease spread to four different parts
of his body. The longer the docbors
treated him the worse it grew. During
the day it would get rough and form
Like seeks. At night it would be
cracked, inflamed, and badly swollen,
with terrible • 
buWhen I think of hrs isn uifering, it=
breaks my heart. His /moons could
be 'heard down-stairs. The suffering
of my son made me full of misery.
bad no ambition to work, to eat, nor
milidl slic7or"One dc told me that my son's
enema was incurable, and gave it up
for a bad job. One evening I saw an
article in the paper about the wonderful
Cutioura and decided to give it • trial.
"I tell you that Cuticura Ointment
Is worth its weight in gold, and when I
had used the first box of Ointment there
was a great improvement, and by the
time I had used the second set at Cuti-
curs Soap, Cuticura Ointment, and Cuti-
cure Resolvent my child was cured, lie
Is now twelve years old, and his skirl is
as fine and smooth as slia • Michael Stein-
man, 7 Sumner Avenue, Biuoidyn,
N. Y., April 16, 1906."
;Undertakers and Embalmers.
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Abram L. Weil & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life,iLlability, Steam Boller-
Campbell Block..
Office Phone 369. - Residence Phone 726
FOR WOMAN'S EYE
Too much stream cannot be placed on
the great value of euticura Soso Oint-
ment. and Pills in antiseptic (*ending.
thus affording pure. tweet, and enonorni-
cal local and constitutional treatment
for inflammations. itchings, irritations.
relaxations, displacements. and pains, as
well as such sympathetic affections WI
anaemia. chincosie, hysteria, nervous-
ness, and debility,
sew tie world Porto,. one &
Amu Corp , ow* flew. %owe. Wm"
airiness errs, nog se curs data Hu:Dors
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency




• MAMMOTH CAVE •
•
•••••••****•••••••••••••**
In Aso, nearly a century ago, oc-
curred the discovery of the Mammoth
cave of Kentucky. Its diseloraire prob-
ably resulted from the quest for "pe-
ter" dirt, as soil found in limestone
caverns containing lime nitrate, was
called, says the Chicago Chronicle
Legend gives other versions of the
historic di-Om-try of the world's
greatest cavern, but fact is more
potent than folklore, and to the search
for caves with suitable dirt for salt-
peter manufacture probably was Cue
the discovery of this great %a-owlet.
The feverish anxiety to find peter
dirt was the direct result of the em-
bargo bill passed by congreas in *807
That bill forbade American vessels ri
leave American ports for Europe. eel
foreign vessels could not land cargoes
here.
This country was getting on toward
the war of IRt2 and needed gunpow-
der. To make gunpowder caltpeter
must be had. It had been coming
from Italy and Spain, but the embar-
go act stopped that. There was no
Amer can simply of the anbstance.
.A roving chemist, one Dr. Sainuel,
Brown, had at Lexington. Ky.. shown
how by crude but efficient proccaaes
saltpeter or potassium nitrate, could
he obtained from "cave earth." Woo,I
ashes. when liquidated and boiled with
the leached product of the fine salt
of limestone caverns would furnish
the precious product on which de-
pended a nation's life. And so the
quest for caves were begun andd wz..=
ass-duously continued.
quest for caves were begun and wa,-
found every part of the great cavern
was searched for cave earth. From
• dome, byways. from crystal-be-
decked avenue slaves carried the heavy
loads of peter dirt to the leaching
7ats. Many thousands of tone of soil
were thus treated and the chemistry
of the day producing something !i!.'t
100.000 pounds of-saltpeter within two
years.
Heap; of leach soil, scores of feet
in length, a score in height, greet the
visitor's eye for the first two miles
of the great avenues which the vis -
tors enter,. But these do not tsii all
the story. Many. thousands of toms
of loose rock were to he removed
and then replied in order that the
real bottom of the cavern might be
reached. And nearly all this was
done with slave labor. The compact
piles of mud yet show hoof print; of





"Did yonr discomfort result front
eat ng too much preserved fruit?"
"No. T felt all tight until I acH
dentally read the confessions on the
labels."
(I mem notated.) —7711.1
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
••=.11.11•...,P11.0m. ...•••••.••••••••••••.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN-
CRT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO) ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
WE Pay 4 per cent. interestion time deposits. Start!
the New Year right by starting,







Now is the Cime to Buy
Wall paper
We have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper




for Tour picture frames
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Sam Stone against The Register in
Livingston county for $to,000, and
which we won. We understand that
PUBLISHED BY THE 
in the chain gang suits Worten had
1 . 
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. 
a contract for 50 per cent of what
might be recovered from the city for
(Incorporated.) his clients who had been worked on The court holds that the right to re-
IM Register Building, 523 
Broadway the chain gang. cover such excessive payments is not
For eight or nine years Worten has defeated by the fact that they were
NAMES E. WILHELM, Presid
ent not been friendly to The Register or made voluntarily, fo
r the reason that
DOHN WILHELM, Treasurer .
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secre
tary 
its editor, and when this newspaper, 
the) had been made under a mistake
as a public journal, critized the chain 
of a material fact."
a... 
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu- ga
ng suits and those against the po-
It is .a notorious fact that in Padu-
cab some of the public service eorpo-
cab, Ky., as second-class mail matter lice officers, 
and stood up for the
rations have charged some of the
people of this city, it intensified Wor-
$5.00 customers one price and 
others in
One Year  ten's hatred of us, and then began a
Bin Months 
L50 the same business only one-half as
Las series of law suits against The Regis-
Three Months much. Concerna to
 whom the cor-
.zo ter instituted by him in Livingston porations felt faiendly were given
  county. It did not cost him anything .
Anyone failing to receive this paper to bring the suits, but it cost us bun-
OW rates, and those whom they could
regularly should report the matter to, dreds of dollars to employ lawyers 
not use had it popped to them in the
phone Cumberiand 3111.
Tile Register Office at once. Tele-i to defend them. If he could keep up •
way of • excessive charges. The su-
such tactics he could destroy the paper 
preme court of Nlew York not only
makes it plain that public service cor-
and in his last case there was a gang
from this city who did all they could 
potations cannot discriminate in its
rates, but also gives to-the consumer
to bring that about, but when the who has paid excessive rates the
paper found the only way to escape right to recover the excess, even
his hounding was to force him into though they paid it voluntarily. We
court to answer for malicious prose-
cution, he no doubt came to the con- 
do not doubt but what thousands of
City Jailer. a elusion that it was time to let up. 
dollars' have been paid by the con-
We are authodzed to announce tne r burners of Paducah in excessive rates
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for cay 
In the eleven years existence or
Jailer. subject to the action of the The Regis
ter, it has only been sued 
due to discriminations made by the
democratic party. three times for alleged libel and J. 
public service corporations, and all
Mark Worten brought those three 
it needs to recover the amounts is
We are authorized to announce the to institute 
suits in the courts. Danger of Overhead Wires.
candidacy. of W. T. (Billy) Read for
suits in another county. In the six (St. Louis Republic.)
city jailer, subject to the action of 
law suits in this county in which • Menace from overhead electric
the democratic party. this paper was
 involved in litigation Proposed Reforms at Owensobro. waes in St. Louis is emphasised by
of a different character, we won every severe storm or serious f
ire
Railroad Commissioner. every one of the six suits, and it is 
(Owensboro Inquirer.) that bears down heavily charged ca-
We are authorized to announce 
The reforms proposed by L. Now- or establishes some false connec-
rather a coincidence that in every iia w
George W. Landram, of Livingston 
would be good for Owensboro, as hem of the current. The latest ex -
county, as a candidate for railroad 
one of those six suits there appeared well as the business interests invo
lv- ample of this danger was the difli-
commissioner from the First Railroad on the other side a certain attorney 
ed. There is no doubt but what se- tufty of preventing the flames of a
action of the democratic party. tion interests. 
-crime in the city. It is the solution to nited by a short circuit, from spread-
diatrict of Kentucky; subject to the of this city allied with the corpora- 
gregation would result in lessening burning light and power plant, ig-
which the larger cities have resorted ing to the large gas tanks of a neigh-
There have been hundreds of law
Saturday Morning, January, tg, 1907. . 
in order to reduct crime. Statistics boring plant. The explosion that
suits brought in this county without show that a large per cent of the might have resulted is not a pleasant
probable cause, and many a man crimes committed can be traced
 to contemplation.
The Verdict Yesterday. farccd to employ lawyers to defend the saloon :n s
ome way, and statistics Such constant possibilities seem to
The verdict of a McCracken county th
em, but so far as we know The
also show that decidedly the larger suggest the wisdom of enlarging the
per cent of the crimes traced to the nederground wire district of the city.
jnry yesterday awarding a judgment Regis
ter is the first one to take the saloon are traceable to the saloon in The necessity applies particularly to
most effectual steps to put a stop to
for the Register Newspaper company the outskirts or remote 
from the bus- business and manufacturing sections.
such practices by compelling an at- where the dema
nd for protection in
against Attorney J. Mark Worten for 
iness district. No city is so well po-
ma'ioious prosecution, though insig_ torne
y to answer in court for ma- liced in the residence section as 
in the wire service is greater than else-
nificant in a monetary sense, yet it 
I.cious prosecution, and the fact that the central business
 section. It is 31- where. The advantage of buried wi
res
carries with it quite a victory by 
so true that it requires more watch- In 
the present underground district is
the jury returned a verdict in our apparent from the absence of acci-
ing of an outskirt saloon to keep or
which the good people of this city 
favor establishes a precedent in this
It as city at least, and is a warning to law- 
der in the neighborhood than is re 
dents by electrocution caused by eon-
will
•
tact between dismantled telephone
at least profit largely. quired for every saloon 
in the buai-
and telegraph wires and the trolley
yen that they must not institute suits section. It is in the outskirt
totice to men holding a license to 
nese wires of the street car service.
practice law that they cannot ahem 
unless there exists a cause for them, saloon that the thuga congregate 
:0
The attention of the board of pub-
that right by procuring, advising or 
Within the past year there has been get drunk and 
go out on a mission oe lie improvements and the municipal
instituting law suits without probable a ia
dical reform in the methods of 
meannesa. It is at the saloons re- assembly might well be directed to
some of the members of the local 
moved from the business center that
cause.
enlargement of the underground dia-
ber, and conditions for the people are 
most of the murders are committed, with a view to removing this
We believe that where any man is or at which the quarr
els begin which nmaining danger. The change prob-
wronged that he has eight to seek 
considerably better, and the verdict result in murder, though the k Bing ably could be effected at an expentli-
redress in court, but we do not be- 
againat malicious prosecution render- may not occur in the saloon. 
Many lure that aould be warranted by the
lieve that any *Holley has the right 
other lesser crimes originate in .heell yesterday will have a most whole- benefits that aould accru
e.
some effect. 
ontskirt saloons. It is at these thit
to engage in malicious prosecution. the negroes congregate and drink aril
The law says that if he does he is Am
ong the many groundless law- 
suits brought in this county are the 
carouae and go to do some mean act. Doodling Made Odiou
s.
i i
liable for damages, and a McCrackeg Of course crimes 
occur %ometim. s St. Louis Republic
Legislative boodling is again made%cc-
county jury has said that the suit 
sixty-seven Mark Worten brought in saloons in the central business 
instituted by one Saul Stone through 
tion. hut they are the exception. Near- odious byagainst the city and those against the 
the vote of the Arkansas
iy every time anybody says som,„,. senate expelling Senator Reuben R.
_ police officers. The city paid out
j. Mark Worteu against this news Adams af
ter refusing to accept his
-paper in another county and won by hund
reds of diallers on account of 
thing about saloon segregation in
Owenaboro he w II hear it stated that 
resignation.
The senator loses hi. place in the
U'. W:IS a case of malicious prosecu-
those suits and the mayor should at
once instruct the city solicitor to in- 
two murders or killings have been Arkansas legislature for a paltry Sitio.
lion The filikg N that suit against committed in o
ne of Owerotboro's 52- his conscience did not permit
-this paper wai•ist contemptable piece allude su
its to recover the tax-payer's tonna in the business section. That him to keep. In the seesaion of two
of work as we ever saw. There was mo
ney lied out on account of those is true, and while it is true it is 
al-o
years ago he sold his vote on the
chain gang suits. It is but natural true that 
with two killings. to their corrupt bill relating to the building•
nothing on which to base a suit, but
-4kew the suitwhen Mark W•asioss 
to suppose that where a newspaper 
credit the saloons n the business sea- of, the new state capitol, hut after-
-
has been fearless and outspoken in 
tion have not near so dark a record wards returned the money to Senator
oriainally he purposely and deliber- as the saloons in the outskirts, _ or Butt, who has been tried and con-
its fight against evils. and the ordi-ately omitted one sentence from an those removed f
rom the business di:- victed for his corrupt practices on
article that had been pnblished in The nary
 publication of news of person's trict. A% a mean: of lessening crime that measure.
Register, AO as to....galm it appear 
the saloons should be confined to the- misdeeds, that a certain amount of sBoth Butt and Adams well' earned
busines% district of the city. %Oleic the punishment they have received.prejudice should exist in the com-
that the language whit+ -immediately crime is not so liable to occur. ant! The purchase and sale of votes in a
munity, yet in the face of this, a vet:-
followed applied to Sam Stone, when where they can he more easily looked legislative body is, as Governor Folk
diet is returned in OW favor, and if ` has said in his message to the :Nin-gbo sentence. omitted by him showed after by the police.
that has been done, it would be anplainly that another person, Elden Another thin
g favored by Dr. Now- aouri legislature, a crime against pop-
Stone. was named and what was said easy matter indeed for t
he city to Tin is an early closing hour. It is Oar government which cannot be too
the police officers who were sued for
. in the later hours of the night that sternly cepreased.
most of the crimes are committed Arkansas' successful war upon leg-
which are traceable to the saloon; iiletive corruption is an encouraging
' recover its costs in those now notoretapplied to tainar: dirty trick . of
iris chain gang suits, and also foromitting a part t e article wa%
exposed beforellaeiligston cotthty 
lesson for other states. It provesIt is usually after the turn of the night
jury. and Nit areialfet 'leas 'returned in arrests made in thei
r tine of duty. that the vicious are practically the 
that it is possible to detect and pun-
our favor: • Three ye
ars ago suits were being only people out, and if the saloons 
ish corrupt lobbying and bribery. It
giv es
Three years ago Mark Worten was fi
led by the wholesale against the were requiredhe 
force to Governor Folk's 
to close at 9 o'clock t 
recommendation that lobbying with
city and police -officers. but things toughs and thugs would go
 in off the
busy bringint..iiiist. T.:against the City members of the legislature for pay
have changed: At that time ex-chain 
,'
he declared a crime by the laws of
of Pa.ducA 
iof: streets as, there would be remove 
each, for a the greatest incentive they have for
lot of people gang
 prisoners and their attorney, Jwho had been worked being out. It is quite probable that -Milscnwi'
.
on the chain gang. Ile had just re- Mark Worten
 were anticipating a an early closing hour would so great-
tired from the office of city solicitor eich harv
est from the litigation into ly reduce the crimes chargeable to NEW KENTUCKY AND
or legal 414' 'lo the city. In all which
 they plunged the city—the po- the saloons that segregation would TENNESSEE INDUSTRIES
there iie
o 
Ofo ' iilie chain gang li
ce force was demoralized and the not be necessary. 
An early closing. 
Iv suits
i 
hour prevails in many cities of the Chattanooga, Tenn., Jan. TR.—The
entire city made -41 # suffer thereby,
amounting to $6ao,000. The man Sam
Stone, brought one of the suits it is
 now riP'and proper that 
country, and it is claimed by some Tradesman reports the following Ken-
and as A a that an early closing hour does mote
 tucky and Tennessee industries estab-
next /friend for his 'son Elden who 
they shofdd receive redress for the to lessen the crimes traceable to the lished during the week closing today:
bad been worked on the chain gang: wrongs suffered. 
saloon than segregation. In some cit- KENTUCKY— Louisville, $25,000
In his name was lso brought the _
ics the saloon: are closed at 8 o'clock cooperage company; ltrmber company.
.a....... ..41.- and it is claimed that :very few crimes Daniel Boone.--$5o,000 coal and
exparte suit to settle the chain gang Discrimination in Rates By . are ever committed in those cities for coke company.
casesa Mark Worten also brought
Public Service Corporations. 
which the saloons are responsible. Paris—Planing mill.
suit fair- Sans Stone against Editor Early closing should prevail every' Livermore-325,cm cooperage corn-
Ilieloan of the. News-Democrat; also It has always been the contention where.' It would not require
 near so pany.
another suit for him against that pa- of The Register that a public service 
close a police surveillance to keep 3 Lexington—Cigar factory; $5,000 ol
per: also suits for Sum Stone against corporation could not lawfully dis- 
city orderly. With the saloons closed company.
on SateldaYs and closed at an early Columbos—$20,000 canning factory.
Chief of Police Collins, Police Cap_ criminate in rates to is customers. hour through the week, and most of Elizabethtown—$15,000 trust coin-
lain Woods, City Jailer Evitts and Holding a franchise from the people the thugs and bums would desert the pany.
'Patrol Driver Austin. Every single it *lust treat all alike. The contem city. fENNEtSEE— Memphia, $40,000
one of those ts were lost by sui Wor- 
s •
lion- of The Register is fully sus- Another conteniton made by Dr. brick supply company.
ten. 
• tamed by a 'recent decision . of the Nowlin was in favor of high license. Pulaski—$1o.000 harness company.
In the case of The Register against supreme court of New York which 
High license would crowd out a num- Athens—Canning factory.
Worten, decided yesterday, Worten held:
swore that he was to get a fee equal "The right 
!her o 
usiness. It would reduce the 
company.f saloons which ought to be out Jackson — $ro,000 manufacturing
of b
of an electric light com- number of saloons without redu 
-
aint Eynnville--$2L000 milling company.
party to discriminate in rates between
to co net cent of the amount he re- .
customers is denied in the case of 
the aggregate amount of revenue for i 'Knoxville—$30o000 manufacturing
atovered in the suit be brought for Armotta Packing Co. v. Edison Elec- 





Olt Illuminating Co. of Baltimore, the one moat generally made.
too New York Supplement, 6o5, The The final proposition advocated, by
supreme court of New York, appellate Dr. Nowlin is the divorce of the re,-
division, holds that an electric light taurant and the saloon. The cons-
company is a public service corpora- bined restaurant and saloon gives the
tion, subject to the rules which gov- officers of any -city more trouble in
ern common carriers, and may not the enforcement of law and order
d;scriminate between its customers. than any other question with which
they have to deal, and the police will
all tell you that the saloon with a res-
taurant is only a device for dodging
the Sunday closing law, and if there
was 4 law prohibiting the opening, in
connection with a saloon, of a busi-
ness which the law permits to run
on Sunday there would certainly be
fewer restaurants, but there would be
much less violation of the Sunday
closing law by the saloons. If some-
thing is not done to put a check to
the Sunday saloon with its restaurant
attachment, the evil will continue to
grow till the Sunday elosieg law
will be practically a "dead better"
law.
Segregation, a.arly closing, high li-
cense, and divorce of the saloon and
the restaurant would put the saloon
Imaitsess on a plane that would be
:noel; higher than it has ever Scan
upon, and a much higher plane than
i: would like to be placed upon, out
expa.a'ence has clearly demons.-a:ed
Vat fact that the saloon cannot be
allowed to have things as it wanti
them, but the police must rertlaie :he
saloons as they think best. It is bet-
ter for the people and better for the
saloons.
POLICE FORCE IN FOR
ANOTHER CONTROVERSY'
FOUR REPUBLICAN ALDERME N ANNOUNCE THEY WILL AL-
LOW ONLY' $ar,000 FOR THE POLICE FORCE, WHICH IS
THE SAME AS LAST YEAR, AND NOT APPORTION TO
THAT FUND THE Sas,000 THE COMMISSIONERS WANT FOR
THE FULL FORCE OF THIR TY PATROLMEN EMPLOYED
FOR THIS YEAR—COMMISS IONERS SAY THEY WILL DUI-
MISS EVERY MAN WHEN hi ,coo IS EATEN UP.
.••••••••••••••ftim
The prospects are for another con-
troversy over the increased police
force between the four republican al-
dermen who served last year and hold
over to serve during too7 in that
body and the balance of the city offic-
ials, as yesterday the republicans ser-
ved notice that they intended to allow
only $.11,000 for the police force this
year, it being the same apportioned
to that fund for 1906, although this
year there are thirty-three men on
the force, while only eighteen were
en oloyed for the twelve months pre-
ceding the first of this month. The
police commissioners announce that
if only $21,000 is allowed the de-
partment this year that they will work
the officers until this is all taken up
paying the salaries, and then dismiss
every policeman from the force for
the balance of the year. The opinion
oi everybody is that the attitude of the
republicans is One of political signifi-
cance alone, and not for the benefit
of tbe community at large. The in-
tintions of the republicans became
evident during the meeting Mayor
eiser held yesterday afternoon of
the councilmanic finance committee,
and all the aldermanic members, the
latter being called as a committee of
the whole, assemblage of them other-
wise being impossible as they have
not yet broken their deadlock and
organized by selecting a president.
Under the democratic administra-
:ion of ions the police force consisted
of about wenyty-five men, including
the chief, captain, lieutenant and de-
tectives. When the republicans came
in January 1, tech, they allowed only
erough money to pay eighteen pa
tnanien. the chief. captain and lieu-
tenant throughout last year. This
reduction in funds necessitated a de-
crease in the force, which was cut
down to the eighteen subordinates
anti three superior officers, as the
al:owance was sufficient to pay only
this number throughout 1906, without
cutting down the salaries which are
go per month for patrolmen, $yo for
lieutenant. Po for captain and Poo
per month for the chief. The repub-
licans refused to allow more than
twenty-one men, all told, in the de-
pa-tment.
1.2st February the police commis
'toners were instrumental in getting
a bill through the state legislature
providing that second class cities.
which includes Paducah, shall have
thi•ty patrolmen on the force. As
enough money was not at their dis-
posal to appoint last year the full
tl irty at the regular $6o monthly
salary, the commissioners waited un-
til last month and named the full
thirty who went to work January t.
at which time all the republican coun-
cilmen and aldermen went out of of-
fice •except four aldermen and five
councilmen. Democrats came in and
now have a majority of one in the
cooncil and the same number in the
aldermanic body as the republicans,
(cur on each side. To pay the full
force of thirty patrolmen, the three
st.perior officers and the two detec-
tives at the regular salaries this year
will take $25,000, which the police
commissioners have asked to be al-
lowed them.
There is still in force the too6 or-
dinance fixing the patrolmen's salar-
ies at $tio per month and the repub-
licans cannot repeal this on account
01' the democrats being in the major-
ity in the legislative bodies, hence
this salary has to prevail this year.
Now that they- cannot cut down
the aalaries the republicans, yester-
eay during the cotnmittee meeting.
notified the others that they would
rot allow $25,000 for the police de-
partment this year but keep it at Wa-
wa like last year. The 1936 bill !lo-
om; the salary at $6o per month pre-
vails, and if the commissioners con-
tinue working the full thirty men
they have to each get $6o, therefore
the $2i,000 appropriation will become
exhausted about October or Novena-
bee next, as the commissioners will
aot lay off enough men to leave
money sufficient to pay the balance
the entire year. Then, the commis-
sioners say, the new state law de-
mands thirty men, the two ordinance
yet prevailing puts the salary at $15o
per month, hence it is up to the re-
publicans to allow the money.
The reason the four republicans in
the aldermanic body can stop any leg-
islation or allowances is because it
takes five votes of that board with
all eight members present before any
allowance can be made or measure-
passed. With the four republerans
always on hand they can block any-
thing.
The commissioners do not (avast
the salaries of the thirty men being
reduced so as to keep the total yearly
expense within the tat.000 the repub-
licans say they will only allow. Thirty
men would get about to per month
if $zi.000 is established as the total
e?xpense for 1907 in this departments
therefore when the Salamis eaten up
by the thirty men who will surely he
kept on, the commissioners say they
sill dismiss every %an from the force
and let the city go several months
without police protection of any na-
ture, as there will be no money with.
which to pay them
The republicans say- they will stand
pat, make only the &moon allowance.
an(' then let the commi•sioners do
what they please about keeping the
fon force, or dismissilig all when
the mentioned allowanc'e is consunied.
The republicans claim the lull call-
ing for thirty men was gotten through
the state legislature simply from
democratic political standpoint alone
and that they do not think the citi-
zens sanction the movement. nor that
he city needs a force of tilos siae,
h.nce they will not allow money foe
it
WELL KNOWN WOMAN.
Mrs Sarah Newman Died Near Kevil
Yesterday of Heart Trouble.
Mrs. Sarah Newman, one of Bal-
lard county's best -known ladies, died
suddenly yesterday morning at 5:3e
o'clock of heart trouble, with which
she has been afflicted for some time.
The funeral services will occur at 2
I). clOCk this afternoon at the home,
with burial following at the family
cemetery.
Mrs. Newman was horn seventy-
three years ago in Ballard county,
and for a long while has made her
home near Kevit, where she died.
She was a woman of many fine traits
and had numerous friends in Padu-
cah, who will deeply regret to learn
of her disaolgtion.
She was the wife of Mr. Thomas
Newman, and besides her husband 14
strvived by seven children. Miss Jane
Newman, Mesdames Ida Rudolph,
Anna Lindsey and Abbie Berry, and




Groom—You don't seem to like it
becateae the best man looked happy.























At Close of Business December 31, 1906.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts 94.363.97
Stocks and Bonds  2,000.00
P,anking House Furniture and Fixtures  9,080.t




Capital Stock  $ 50,000.00
Undivided Profits 4,228,79
Deposits   • 207,925.30
$262,754.09
A diviiend of 2 1-2 ter cent was declared out of the net •
earrings of the last fix months, and credited to tb•
stockhc lders payable on demand.


















SUIT OVER DELAYED MESSAGE,
I. 
REGARDING MOTHER'S DEATH
t, MRS. E. E. JACKSON CLAIMS THE POSTAL TELEGRAPH COM-
PANY DELIVERED THE TEL EGRAM THE NEXT DAY
,
THEREBY PREVENTING HE R ATTENDING MOT
HER'S FUN-
ii ERAL—APPELLATE COURT DECIDED NO DA
MAGES WERE
DUE UREY YOUNG WHO GOT Sa,000 IN LOCAL 
TRIBUNAL—
. -FIRST OF REHICOPF SUITS COMES UP FOR JU
RY TRIAL
'. TODAY—SEVERAL NEW AC TIONS INSTITUTE
D.
) The $5,000 damage 'suit of Mrs. E.--i
E. Jackson against The Postal Tele-
graph company comes up for trial to-
del day 'before Judge Reed in the circut
court, it being instituted on account of
the alleged delay on part of the com-
pany in delivering sa message to the
hilaintiff in time for her to attend the
i
funeral of her mother.
Mts. Jackson states in her petition
that her mother died June 24, 1906 at
Wingo. Ky., and that a message was
forwarded to her at her home in this
0 c ty over The Postal wires4 informing
her of the parole* dissolution. Mrs.
Jackson claims the telegram was not
delivered until the following day,
therefore she did not get it in time to
go to Wingo for tbe funeral, hence
the damage suit. .
The firth.lof the :Bellhopl suits
comes op today for trial in the circuit
court, it being that of the Gray &
•1 Dudley Co.. against the E. Rehko
pf
Saddlery company for recovery of
's tomes goods and $ion damages Gray
a Doudley Co. claim the Paducah firm
bought goods from the former after
the Rehkopf house was insolvent. The
plaintiffs ask the holm to compel
r Rehkopf to 
give the goods back. and
also $200 damages. .
1 The appellate court mandate 
was
I filed in the litigation of tfrey Young
against the Illinois Central railroad
and the action then dismiised from
the docket yesterday.
Young was employed in the boiler•
making department at the railroad
shops and 'shale working hiside of a
bailer one day a piece of it . clipped
by someone working ntoside. flew
ineo Yonnith eye, uhich has ruined
Ile sued and got $2.o damages in
the circuit court here, hot the road
carried the matter to the appellat-
beech where the hoists decided
'S Young was nht entitled to anything,
because the injury was the reohlt of
"ordinary rofk" he assthstrd *hen ac-
cepting hi• position of employment
'pith the railroad.
In the snit of th. American-Ger-
man National hank against F.. Reh-
kopf. John G. Rehkopf and Bruce M.
T'llihey. the court yesterday dismissed
‘
the litiga•ion as pertalna only to
Bruce Money. This is the action
*heron tha-bank claims the Rehkopf
firm secured many thousands of dol-
lars from the banking house through
means of false statements of hills par-
porel• to have been fold, and in other
manner. Thc bank sues F. Rehkopf
and John G. Rehkopf individually to
rec.-itch the amount that is something
like Stlhoon.
After work of taking testimony had
been entered into in the case of Will
s• Creek against the Illinois Centeal
railroa.1 the plaintiff withdrew the ac-
tion by having it dismissed without
perindice. He claimed $soo damages
from the company on the ground that
, he wryer received the carload of
household good' he shipped from
. Pacluzah, to Harrisburg. Ill
A itidgment was rendered adjudg-
ing dim Henry and V441 . Gallynan
' 'sere the owners of the Third Kellar
policy and the money was legally
hheira. Keller held a policy in the
I Metropolitan I.ife Insurance company
for sPoo, and owed *Gallman $tos for
eateries. Keller transferred the
policy. to Gallmart but on Keller's
death the company refused to pay
Gillman. who brought snit. and is
now adjudged the rightful owner of
the policy.
There 'seas dismissed without preju-
dice the divorce suit ,of Switzer vs.
Switzer.
allaster Commissioaer Ceicil Reed
filed a deed tranedweing property to
Emmett T Wood in the litigahon of
Woof! vs. Wood.
There was dismissed without prep'-
dice by the plaintiff the suit of Roy
h Manning against the Padocah Trac-
,..3jOhn company. Manning claimed
w, damages on the ground that while he
was aboard a street car bound for the
Union depot the car lurched in such
a way. as to throw him through a
window part ally. and cause bodily in-
iS4ie4-
The jury gave Daisy Ford $t50
damages against the Paducah Trac-
tion company. The child was step-
ping from a Jackson •F t reet car when
it starte.d up and threw her to the
ground with great force. i
A motion to withdraw defendant's
answer was made in /the suit of
Downing against Downing.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
filed reports of sales made in the suh
of Weaks against Weaks. •
Suit 'Per Martens!. .
Chris J. Miter, the sheet iron and
metal totififilhtscrhiltactdr. yesterday
filed snit in the circuit court against
Mrs. Nannie Bondurant and Joe S.
Bonilttrsit•jfitiS*I elsinte'd -due tor
matersii prairitift IhhAishrlit for . de-
fendants house at Sixth and Harrison
streets.
Divorce Wanted.
Belle Trail sued George Trail for
a divorce on the ground that he de-
serted her December ah, toio5. They
were married in Metropolis on May
19)5,
Another Mistrusted Pair.
Sylvia Pirtle sued C. C. Pirtle for
divorce. They married December
25th, 1902, and he left her during May




Washington, Pa , Jan. IS—Elmer
Dtmpster, colored, was hanged here
a: to:oll this forenoon and was pro-
nounced dead fourteen minutes later.
Ile had been found guilty of the mur-
der of Mr*. Mary E. Pearce sold her
three children on July 0). last. The
sictims had been shot down in cold
biood in their home near Canons-
burg
Dempster, when he walked to the
scaffold, was the most cool and col-
lected of the small crowd present to
sitness his execution. As he neared
the scaffold he burst into song and
before the scaffold had been reached
had sung the first verse of a hymn.
The bolt was pulled after he had
sad a short prayer
GUESTS FEAST ON CATS
Ohio Man Gets Revenge foe Theft of
Rabbits.
Toledo, O., Jan. 111.—An Ottoville,
0., man nho was feasted on rabbits
that his friends had stolen from him
got revenge today by giving them
a dinner at ahich the chief food was
three baked house cats. The tails of
the cats had been shaved to resemble
nstibits and !lite guests did not realize
that they had eaten cats until the din-
ner was ended.
PASS BILL TO SEND
AID TO JAMICA




Washington, D. C., Jam 41Iss—
house today passel an merit/pies biJI
for the relief (if sufferers inot eitt114
quake in Jamaica, clothing the peesh
dent with power to send the stroPlY
ship Celtic loaded with suppl es to the
relief hif the tricken inhabitants of
the island
The legal phase of President Roose-
velt's discharge of the negro troops
was again injected in the contro-
versy in the senate today by a notice
of an amendment of the Foraker clam-
prom-se resolution which Senator
Blackburn said he should press. Sen-
ator Foraker who had concluded his
argument, at once declared h s oppo-
sition to the amendment. Considera-
tion of the resolution was deferred
until Monday, at the conclusion of
Senator Foraker's address.
WHAT A MARSHALL COUNTY
FARMER'S WIFE CAN DO
During the year too& Mrs..R. H
Rudolph of near Sharpe milked four
cows, and sold butter to the amount
of $200.25. She also sold chickens
and eggs to the amount of $25.35,
making a total of $225.60 for butter,
chickens and eggs for the year. Mrs.
Rudolph has kept a correct account
of her sales for the past twelve years
The first year the amount was only
$4o. but has gradually increased iin-
til now it shows a tidy sum. The
aggregate for the twelve years is
$1,400.60. This certainly is a fine
showing, and we do not wonder that
1410.. Rudolph is one of our most
proaperons farmers.—Benton Tribune
Democrat.
Warm Winter From Now On.
•According to the old weather sign
we are to have an open and warm
winter from now on, more especially
in Whstern Kentucky. It is said that
the way the wind is on the first day,
of Januar it will so remain upith
little variat or forty days. It MO
vary occassionally, but it will not be
out of place for more than forty-eight
hours. On the morning of Jarruary
first the wind was in the south and
it has been there ever since, and if
there is anything in signs it wnl‘tre-




'Frankfort, Ky.. Jan the
court of appeals this morning the pet -
tion for the 'writ of prohibition to pre-
vent Judge Carnes front trying the





THEY WILL PLACE VALUE ON
THE JOHN R ROBERTS
STOCK.
Number of Deeds Filed for Record
Yesterday With the Clerk, Who
Issues Marriage Licenses.
••••1111. •••••••••
Joseph L. Wolff, Joseph Desberger
and El Guthrie were yesterday nam-
ed by the county judge as appraisers
to take an inventory and value the
stock of Jlohn R. Roberts, the dry
goods and notion merchant who made
an assignment several days ago.
Property Transferred.
Charles J. Clark transforred to W.
C. Rickman for Poo land lying in the
county and the deed was filed for
tecord yesterday with the county
clerk.
E. W. Whittemore sold to the Pa-
ducah Real Estate Investment com-
pany for $' and other considerations
property on the South Side of Ten-
nessee between Twenty-seventh and
Twenty-eighth streets.
George C. Powers bought from
Katie Downing for $1 and other con-
siderations land in the .county.
Mamie Wheeler sold to H. E. Boaz
for pso property on Guthrie avenue.
George Yopp bought from Kate
horrin for $thiso property on Twelfth
and Ohio streets.
Charles tman sold to Pearl Irion
for $1,000 property on the West side
of Thirteenth between Ohio and Ten-
nessee streets.
S. B. Caldwell. Sr., transferred to
James N. Alsman for $3oo property
On Caldwell street.
Marriage LAMM.
James Bolin, aged 41 of the county,
and 011ie Edwards, aged ao. of Car-




National Board of Trade for More
Stringent Regulations.
. Washington,. Jan. 18.—Importaat
action was taken today by the Na-
'halal Board of Trade at the closing
session of its thirty-seventh annual
meeting with respect to the bank-
reptcy law.
A resolution was adopted approving
the present law, but suggesting that
it be amended ma as to provide the
following additional reasons for a re-
fusal to discharge an applicant from
bankruptcy:
I. The loss by an insolvent debtor
whbin four months of the filling of
Ms petition of money or property by
unlawful speculating, betting or gam-
b'ing.
2. The making away with the pro-
ceeds of merchandise purchased with-
an four months of the filing of a
petition in voluntary bankruptcy.
3. The making of any preference in
an attempt to defraud a creditor.
4. The making of intentional
ly false
statements to commercial agencies to
secure a false commercial rating.
In a resolution adopted the Nation-
al Board of Trade also gives its ap-
proval to the shipping bill now pend-
it.g before the house of representa-
tives and urges its enactment by con-
gress. The resolution also approves
1-..gislation that will promote the na-
tional defense, create a naval reserve
Ind estabhsh ocean mail lines to for-
eign port'. and especially to South
and Central America and to oriental
countries.
CITY SHARES IN PROFITS
Receives Creek for $ti,o58.111 From
Illinois Tunnel Company.
ammmimmil
Chicago, Jan. 18.—The earnings of
thc Jllinois Tunnel company for 1906
were $221,176 20, according to a re-
port which was made by the treasurer
oi the company to Comptroller Mc-
Gann yesterday. Accompanying the
rcport of the company's financial con-
dition was a check for $i 1,058.81.
which represents the city's share of
the company's earings. The company,
according to its franchise, has to pay
yearly into the city treasury 5 per
cent of its earnings.
Husband Asleep; Bride A Suicide,
Hattiesburg. Miss., Jan. ift—Mrs.
D. Ora McCreary, aged A, a bride of
four months, committed suicide by
sl!coting herself through the temple




MESSRS. RANDALL AND HILL
DEPARTED FOR LOUISV-
ILLE THIS MORNING.
Mr. Charles Kiger Locates in St
Louis Shortly—New Bank at
Kevil Opens Monday.
Messrs. E.. A. Hill and Joseph Ran-
dall of the Southwestern Sales com-
pany left this morning for Louisville
to open the state headquarters, which-
will be in charge of Mr. Randall,
While here they sold a block of stock
to Judge E. W. Whittemore in the
big compauy and the latter will have
charge of the Paducah office, which
will look after the business of this
coagressional district that comprises
thirteen countiles.
Locates in St. Louis.
M. Charles J. Kiger, the drug man
who has traveled in this territory for
maoy years for the Meyer brothers
firm of St. Louis, has taken a po-
sition in the house there and in a
short time moves his family to Ste
I.ouis to reside. His mother-in-law,
Mrs. Judge Sander., and Miss Ella
Sanders will make that city their
home also.
New Bank Starts.
The Bank of Kevil will be opened
next Monday for business at Kevil,
Ballard county, where it was organ-
ised Several months ago. On account
ot the new building for the bank not
yet being complete business will be




Thousands of Babies Dying Every
Year From Impure Foo.a
New York. Jan. tfi—In discussing
the pure milk problem yesterday be-
foie the Woman's Municipal League.
Wm. Wirt Mills spoke of the great
mortality among children. lie said:
"While you are sitting here many
mothers in thishcity are watching .91-
xirmsly over balite who will die be-
fore dawn, for the infantile death
hate in this city is seventy-two a
day. or over 36..00n a year.
"Over one-third of the 76.206 deaths
in this city in 1906 were of children
undea five years of age.
•,..k revery• Loco children born in•
Ina try in olie past year there were
233 deaths of infants."
Several speakers discussed the milk
situation, and it was unanimously
agreed that the Pasteurizing method
n..ed on the milk dispensed by Nathan
Straus in his philanthropic career, is
the otte4olution of the problem.
Bite
UNKNOWN NEGRO.
in Ilbnois Central Yards
At Fitton.
An unknown negro died Wednes-
day afternon in an old caboose in the
new yards. The negro was found at
an early hour Monday on his hands
and knees in a hole of water beside
the railroad track. He was unable
to rise and was acting 'n a queer man-
ner. He *as rescued from the water
by some railroad men, who carried
him into an old caboose and sum-
moned medical assistance. An exami
nation disclosed the fact that the
negro had lock jaw in addition 'o
other incurable diseases. After two
days of intense suffering he died. The
body was interred .n potter's field to-
day.—Fulton Leader.
FUNERAL TODAY.
Mrs. E. W. tonson Buried Today at
Metropolis Where she died.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the re
mains of Airs. E. W. Johnson will be
interred at Metropolis where she died
Thursday of general debility, passing
away at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. John Flannigan.
The deacesed was eighty-five years
of age and mother of the late Mrs.
T. C. Ballard, wife of the newspaper
man durng life. Msrs. Belle Mitchell.
Mrs. V. Merrigold and Professor W.
N. Johnson of Paducah are her grand-
children, and go down to attend the
ceremonies today. She was also an
aunt of Mesdames John W. Dipole,
Norton Moore and John Sories of
this city.
ADVERTISE TN "sT-Tr REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS. I nim
THREATS ARE ' Dr. Dwight's
REPUDIATED Lilyderma Cream
BY THE DARK TOBACCO ASSO-
CIATION, BUT WARNINGS
• CONTINUE,
Official Statement Made by Head of
Growers' Combine in Crittenden
County, Denouncing Violence.
hlopkinsville, Ky., Jan. 'S.—Arthur
B. Jarvis, a large independent tobacco
dealer of Henderson, who also oper-
ates a big warehouse at Marion, Ky.,
and which he temporarily closed
down( in accordance with the demand
made upon him in an anonymous let-
ter received early in December, has
again resumed hotness, and is receiv-
ing all the tobacco bought by him.
The ano,ymous letter which Mr. Jarvis
received was mailed at Princeton only
a few days after the destruction of
the two tobacco warehouses at that
place. It was signed "D. T. P. A..
or Night Riders," and was also ad-
dressed to De. R. L. Moore, another
big independent dealer. Dr. Moore
has not yet publicly announced that
he would resume handl lig tobacco at
Marion.
On account of the closing of these
two tobacco warehothes just at the
approach of Christmas business in
Marion suffered heavily, as the farm-
ers had just begun delivering their
tobacco on their contracts, and when
they were thus deprived of their in-
come from it all classes of trade suf-
fered accordingly. The resumption
of the Jarvis warehouse this week
was hailed with delight by the busi-
ness men of the town.
As a result of the nothe which was
thus served on these two dealers a
committee, composed of W. B. Yan-
dell, G. If'. Crider and T. II. Coch-
ran. went from Marion to Princeton
and interviewed the association
iftlicials of Caldwell county at to the
maim the anonymous letter having
been owned with the initials of the
planters' association. and inference at
least being drawn that the organ za-
tion was responsible for the warnings.
As a result of the interview between
this committee and the Caldwell
county association officials, the fol-
io's ing statement was issued:
"To the People of Crittenden
county. It has been reported that
threats and anonymoute letters are
being circulated in Crittenden county.
"Now, we are not familar with the
conditions in Critenden county. The
Dark Tobahco Growers' association
has no organization in that county.
and consequently no officers who can
help manage the situation; but we
can assure the people of that county
that this association does not indorse
such methods.and will do all with n
the bounds of reason to prevent law-
lessness of every kind and to restore
peace and good will among the peo-
ple.
"JOHN W HOLLOW El.!..
"Chairman Caldwell County."
Warning Letter.
Anonymous letters of warning
continue to be posted on the gate
posts of farmers who are still out of
the association in Trigg comity. The
latest case reported is that of Charles
I-f. Faulkner, of near Caledonia to
who-se gate was found posted a badly
wr:tten note worded as follows:
"Charles, if you want to save your
back and that little tobacco of yours.
von must have it in the association.
by Monday night or you will get hell
on your hack. and your barn will be
minted.
PRINCETON GANG.".
Mr. Faulkner .s one of the inde-
pendent farmers of that county who
was ;ncliuled in what is known as
the Cadiz agreement, whereby the ,in-
dependents were to he allowed to
dispose of their to06 crop of tobacco
according to their contracts already
made. butt their future crops were to
Prevents and cures chapped rough
skin. Makes the skin soft, smoct.s
and white. Removes all blerniahes
rvused by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
bRUG STORE.
be put in with the association. Not-
withstanding this arreementy'sAreral
farmers have been warn'ed that tie
present crop of tobacco must also be'
put in the association. When 'hi,.
Faulkner received this warning be im-
mediately secured wagons and team'
and hauled every stalk of his tobacco
to this city and delivered it to tlig
company who had purchased it.
These anonymous notes are. re4•14.4-
iated by the leaders of the association
everywhehe, and they also strongly
condemn lawlessness in every form.
It is .hought that these warnings are
being posted either by an irresponaish silt
ble person or persons who do not
really intend to carry out • hheir
threats, or by someone who is doing
it merely as a joke. Be it so it may.
though, the persons thus warried are
taking no chances and should an at-
tempt really be made to carry out
the threats someone will probably get
seriously Fur!.
BEGIN SUIT TO AID
JAP SCHOOL CHILPREN
Many Issues Will Be Brought' for
Settlement Before Federal Court
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. IS.4h • •
United States DIstrict Attorney Dev-
lin applied today to the .supreme
court for a writ of mandate compell-
ing the board of education to abmit
Keikichi Aoki, a to-year-old Japan-
ese boy, to the Reading primary
school. He also commenced suit in
the United States circuit court for
the same purpose.
Attache to the petition for a writ
of mandate is the request by United
State* Attorney General Bonaparte
to the effect that the United States
he made a party to the record for
the purpose of enforcing the treaty
with Japan. State rights, treaty of
the United States with Japan, valid-,
sty of the order issued by the San
Francisco board of education and the
constitutionality of the law of the
sta:c of California, as well a- the 'n-
terpretation of the word "Mongolian"
are involved in the two suits
A contention which heretofore has
not been mentioned in this contro-
versy between the state and the fed-
eral governmitet is the claim that the
federal government by land 'grants
and appropriations of money has
helped support public schools of this
state with the understanding and hi-
terest that said -schools should be con-
ducted in conformity with the con-
stitution of the United States and
with all treaties made under the auth-
ority of the United States.
ROCKEFELLER HOLDS PLACE
Oil King Once More Reelected Sup-
erintendent of Sunday School.
Cleveland, 0., Jan. tR.—At a meet-
ing of the officera. of Euclid Avenue
Baptist church last night John D.
Roticefeller was reelected superintend-
ent of the Sunday school. ,Mr. Rocke-
feller will within a few months have
served in that capacity for a quarter
of a century
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; 
you pay for it as you
pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of t
he city. Nice lots ras the
Proposed car mteasiou on Broad 
to union depot and es Al
en
streets from ligo to $uo each. Buy 
now on installment piaa
while cheap. Trite is the highest ground 
in the city. Property Is
anvanclug rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
' L hard D. Sanders. Preis. an
d Mgr. Phone 765.
I MI
Best Kentucky and Illinois Co
Also dealer in Lime and Cement: Agent for Wh
itehall and Agatite Cement
"Ire ING OF CEMENT"
al
a H. M. CleNNINGHAM
fiPhones. Old 960, New 245
••
••• 
:4,0•• Thirteenth and Adams Street
•
B. F. Sears
MS if ORY TESTED: THE WOODEN WOMAN. C
"Did you take in the temp'runce Leo"
•
PRACTICAL SURVEYOR
County Work a Specialty.








Practice in all the courts of th
elate. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, ill.




Rooms 5 and h, Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





if T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 35s.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivez
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
Unlimiled 'Picket $5.00, meals and
berth included.
'ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
cf five or over. $1.5o each, without
rneals; $2 oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agentl
cc GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.




Room No. 5. Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYER.S 3
'OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room 14, Fraternity Building.
tics.: Phone 114 Old Phone 44A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT .
• Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tncky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Ft




The Chinese at Singapore, to the
-number of 180,000, have resolved to
discontinue the practice of public an-
•scestor worshp, including feasts and
:public processions, andato devote the
•wrioncy thus saved, estiwted at Sim,-
veioo a year, to educational purposes.
TO SAVE 5oo LIVES A YEAR.
Railroads Elevate 1600 Miles of Track
in Chicago.
The railroads of the country are
spending $100,000,000 to make the
streets of Chicago safe, says Rutledge
Rutherford in the Technical World.
On an average 500 people a year are
run over by pass:ng trains or are in-
1
 jured in collisions with steam loco-
hie wing Chicago's
streets.... 
Ten years ago Chicago decided' that
the elevation of all steam railway
tracks was the only means of protect-
ing her citizens from the deadly grade
crossings. Now the ra:lroads are
footing the bill.
Last year more than so,000 men
were employed in the work of ele-
vating the tracks, and it cost the rail-
roads about $5.800,000. Chicago is
not the only city which is having her
steam railway tracks elevated, but
Chicago is the only city which is mak-
ing the ra Iroads pay for the job.
Chicago has already accomplished
the elevation of 800 miles of steam
railway tracks within her borders and
has made the railroads pay every cent
of the $5o,000,000 which it has cost.
Sixteen hundred miles of railroad
tracks in one city is something rather
difficult to comprehend w:thout com-
parisons. Sixteen hundred miles of
right of way is nearly enough to build.
two elevated railroads from 'Chicago
to Philadelphia.
It is more than enough to build a
single line from Chicago to Boston,
or to Galveston, or to Sonta Fe, N.
M., or to Jacksonville, Fla., or to
Denver, or even to Salt Lake City.
This is entirely independent of any
lines operated by electricity or by
any power other than steam.
Except he lowered and walled-in
tracks of the Illinois Central along
the lake front, where there are no
street crossings, every'mile of this
trackage will have been elevated when
the work now in progress is complet-
ed. e
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS.
A New Era in the Art of Healing.
By Gustavus M. Blech
The haute cry of the humane sur-
geon ;s: non nocere. or, in plain Eng-
lish: do no harm! The surgeon's
knife, which ha6 proved a blessing
to suffering humanity, and which in
many instances is the only means of
saving I fe, is not without danger and
risks. While it must be admitted that
modern methods of operating enable
a well trained surgeon to undertake
bold operations without having to fear
serious injury to the patient from the
operation itself, the fact remains that
the knife, irrespective of the outcome,
s in itself an undesirable therapeu-
tic agent. Few patients consent as
readily to an operation as they do to
take a bath, an electric treatment or
a bottle of medicine. In the majority
of instances the patient submits to
the knife either because he has failed
to obtain relief from less risky tteth-
ods or because there exists an urg-
ent demand to save life.
For the last fifty years :nternal
medicine and surgery have tried to
encsoach on each other's territory.
Surgery, the younger of the two sci-
ences, has become so gigantic in its
forward strides that it looked for a
time a- if hut little would be left for
physicians to do.
It is. indeed, refreshing to note
that ne ther the classic science of
medicine nor the younger and bolder
science of surgery has lost any pres-
tige from this friendly rival.
Supporting each other, the com-
bined science and art of medical prac-
tice has become a great and noble
•-nt. fully abreast of the times, en-
lightened. ration:.:, broad-minded.
liberal and free from the mystic and
the occult. It has rejected all sorts
of sham anti pretense, all forms of
quackery and fanatic scn. •
Mesilicine. though in many respects
a philosophic science, has, after all.
hut one utilitarian motive, viz: the
relief of physical and psychic oilier-
ing.
Of the value of prevention of dis-
ease, of the great problems of sani-
tat on it has solved and tried to solve
with a view of keeping the nations
in good health, it is impossible even
to form an approximate estimate.
But the crowning glory of medicine
is found in the fact that the men
whrise specialty it is to rel'eve suf-
fering with knife in hand are the
ones who constantly search for knic-
less methods to obtain the same re-
sults.
The Roentgen or so-called X-ray is
the first discovery which has proved
useful in certain forms of cancer (ep-
itherlioma. sarcoma), and the sur-
geons were glad to lay aside the
knife and make use of this agent.
Now a number of inflammatory dis-
eases are treated successfully without
operation, the surgeons relying on
physiological methods. Prof. August
flier of Bonn. Germany, has shown
that if we succeed in introducing the
rizlit kind of blood by purely me-
chanical means into a diseased or-
gan, 'many infectious and inflamma-
tory; .4114c:tees will get well without
:he knife.
'And they do! This is only the be-
ginning of the era of helifeless surg-
ery. The end is uot }let.
lure over to Wanehope Branch?" asked
the storekeeper of Marvin Parsons.
-They tell me It was a powerful tine
lecture an' done a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've ben too buy huskin'
out my corn to take in temp'runce
tures."
Leo-
"I was there," volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
of a carrot which he bad takes from a
convenient basket.. "It was a powerful
fine lecture, as Ruts says, but it was
discouragin' to a man 'thout helpin'
him any. Reason don't fuze a feller
if liquor seta bolt on him. It it did
the ruinsellem would hey, had to close
up long ago. You've got to reform a
teller in one of two ways--religion or
main stren'th an' awkardases. That
was Dominic Walker's theory an' be
had a right smart o' success. 'htembet
the dominie? He was the goltlarndest
two-feted, rawboned stx-toot-two of
grit an' ginger an' hoes sense I ever
seen wrapped up in black broadcloth.
"Well, one *venni' he was down to
Tadao tradin' an' he seen Kose Brun-
emit myosin' in the alley back o' Grip-
pen's 'noon, with the rain drippin'
down on him from the eaves of the
woodshed. Mose was jest about the
orneriest mis'able low-down so-ac-
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
'Well, the dominie stood there In
the rain lookin' at him a while an'
Only he says: "There's a man some-
where In that lump. Religion may
bring it out, an' main stren'th an' awk-
wardness may do it. 'Sn.ilyer slnitlibua
itewranter"—that's Greek for one nett
drives out another.'
"He had a little spring wagon he'd
drove to tbwn in an' he backs the wag-
on up in the alley an' heaves Mose ta
an' drives oft with him. When Moss
wok. up he found himself lyin' on •
heap o' straw in the clomlnie's barn
an he was some s'prised. After •
ohne he got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He didn't want to
ski no mors'n peek out because he
wasn't dressed for comp'hy. All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
that was lytn' on the grain cheat
Well, the door was locked. He began
to haler, but nobody come. Then be
pounded on the door with the handle
of a lay fork an' suddenly the door
opened an' the dominie walked in.
"Re eibintt take no notice o' Mos.—
bet barred the door inside sal begun
to shake down bay for hes ol' hoes.
''Where's my clo'es, an' what dye
mean by lockin' me up in your cost-
umed oi barn!' says Moss,
"Domini." Walker never maid a word
an' Mose started for the door. He
hadn't no more'n began to unbar it
when the-ollominie caught him by the
neck an' threw him down on the straw
He started up tightin' mad an' tbe
dominie jest knocked him down again
Didn't say nothin' only jest landed hint
on the jaw an' down he went. Then
Mose begun to cry an' beg to be lel .
out. The dominie didn't say nothire—
Just finished feedin' his boss an' went I
out. After a while Mose got crazy
thirsty, an' yelled for water an' pound-
ed the door. Back comes the dominle
with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal as'
puts 'em down on the grain chest an'
coos out. moss took a long swig at
the jug an" then stopped an' tivted.
"'Blame me it it ain't half it hisky!'
he says.
"It must have been eloet to noon, as
he felt sorter holler. He took a spoon•
tel of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' then
went to work an' cleaned out the bowL
°First time I ever et oatmeal an' whis-
ky,' he says. smilin' haply; 'I've
struck it rich'
"He rolled vp In the blanket an' went
to sleep again. 'Bout supper time in
tomes the dominie with a plate o'
bread an' meat, barred the door. 'tend-
co to its boss an' went out 'thout say-
in' a word. leavin' the grub behind.
After a while Moue IPDI UP an sampled
it an' blame If both the bread an' meat
wasn't strong o' whisky.
"Well. that's the way It tent right
ohms. Never a word was said to him,
an' everything he ate or drank was fu:1
of whisky. He got mad when the
dotninle wouldn't speak to, him ars'
fought, but all he got by that was a
The whisky flavor tasted good
to him for a time, but pretty soon lot
got sort o' tired of it, Then he got
plum sick of it an' finly the smell of
ft ,turned his sturnmuck au' he began
to stop 'Win' altogether. Then the
dominie gave him plain food for a
while an' then the first thing he knew
he'd be getting whisky again.
'"For heaven's sake. sientinie,' says
Moss for the hundredth time, 'quit nil.--
in' me that blame* liquor. I'm clean
turned, &gin It. An' treat me like a
man an' not like a dog. Say suthin! I
don't care what It Is, but say suthinr
"The dominle • didn't answer hl:n
then, but the next mornIn' he came In
with a shirt an' hat an' shoes an'
overalls. 'Put them on, Moses,' he
nays, 'an' then you can "some out with
me an' help me hill-up 'the corn. But
don't try to get away and don't hold
no converse with nobody, for as sure
as you do yos go back on whisky diet
an' I'll break every bone In your body,'
"Moses went out an' billed corn
along with the dominie. Then they put
up hay together, an' hoed potatoes an'
dug cellar an' wo iced along all through
that summer.
"Along in the fallothe dominfe
charged him, cured.
"An' then he turned %round an' sued
the dominie for five months' wages. an
the boyi got together and gave him a
ride on a nice three-cornered fence
rail. He never went to drinkin' again,
though."
"Cured him then??" said the store
keeper. "That wis one way."
"Tee—main strengta an' awkward.
HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
HER THOUGHTS.
BY L R. FRIEDMAN
The occupants of the other apart-
ments in the tenement called her "the
wooden woman." The expression on
her face, which never changed, was
woodeny, and even when she moved
about she seemed to be curved out o4
wood.
In the summer when the weather
was pleasant she set outside on the
steps, licr heads folded in her lap, as tt
she saw nothing of the life that was go-
ing on around her, as II she were com-
pletely absorbed by something that
was going ou In her mind—her mind that
everybody thought was as vacant. as the
Metre in her eyes.
Whenever the weather was unpleasaa
Sr cold she sat it, her kitchen with het
audio folded is her lag, Umtata. vacua
Mare Is her big, calm eyes. This kitchen
!Malt was a dark, windowless room, cut
off from all light by the surrounding
walls, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
and somehow It wore a cheerful air
even though she was forced to keep the
:amp burning there by dey as well as by
night is order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained •
hand-made, band-carved cupboard—
tilled with old china that sparkled like
polished brass—us which she seemed
to take a particular delight, tor her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it
as if it were tilled with associations of
happier days instead of plates and
saucers. Over the cupboard a clock
ticked away—ticked away like her own
life, monotonously, without the alight.-
sat variation, but vita ft, certain ma-
chine-like tranquillity aaa content.
"It the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to change places," said use other neigh-
bors to another, "I dotal think either
would know it."
The wooden woman had lived it the
tenement for nearly a year and she was
never known to say more than "good
morning" or "good night" to anybody,
not even to her two roomers, who never
attempted to break in on her reservt,
appreciating •_•) fact that they had a
landlady who aeverinterfered with tbeu
iertvacy. If people talked to her she
listened with the fixed, vacant expres-
sion of the deaf, as it she hadn't beard
podded as if she understood, but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a proposition that actual
I y shocks I tbe wooden woman into life;
for she changed color. moved her hands
up to her tacos. if to ward off a blow &al
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard'
How can I? My husband made it!"
"Your husband Is a carpenter, then?'"
asked the visitor.
"Yes, a carpenter and • sailor."
"Where is he now?"
The wooelen woman let the tomato'
pass unanswered, her hands folded la
her lap, her eyes closed as if by speak
Ing she had committed a cardinal us
and as if she were still appalled by the
sound of her own voice.
One day the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden woman, who was very
poor, to do some serubhing for him in
another building that he owned in the
neighborhood. But she had scarcely
started to her task when she was over-
come by the fear that her roomers might
return home in the evenIng before abs
did and not find the hall lamp lighted.
So she rushed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day1 with her hands folded.
listening to thetick of the remorseless
Whenever she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that
habit. had drawn around her and witnin
which it had fixed her, she became as
panic-stricken, as lest as if she had been
removed beyond the borders of civilizes
tion and dropped in the heart satin Afri-
can jungle.
When the spring tame the tenement
was surprised one day to bear the sound
of a woman's soles talking blithely and
gayly in Mrs. Kirkwood's apartment
When that same VOiCS burst into rate
turous song the tenement was all aston-
ishment. But how can one express:. the
tenement's amazement when it came V,
recognize that the voice belonged tc.
Done other than Mrs. Kit-I:wood herselfl
Had she gone crazy?
Mrs. Kirke ood 'a roomers set the fears
of the tenement at rest; the wooden
woman's husband had come home unex
pectedly late the night tufoee, and his
wife was supremely, inexpressibly bap-
py--notiring more.
A thousand questions were asked the
Informant. Hai this Kirkwood tttn in
Masks? Had he wade his fortuat
there? Had he been In Wit? Was be
going to remain in America or go beck
with his wife whence be had (-utile? The
roomer shrugged Ms shouldtrs. (feeler
ing he Itnew nothing about the matter.
Mrs. Kirkwood was rarely at home
now. She was trotting about with het
husband day and night, to the theaters,
to the restabrants. downtown on ex'
rands, to the North side on visits. a-her.
ever he had a mind to take her. and he
seemed to have a mind to take her every.
where. The wooden woman was at
completely transfOrmed as if 30 years
had been suddenly subtracted from bet
age and she had been restored to het
girlhood.
Then one fine day the tenement
learned from the roomer that the hus-
band had gone to parts unknown.
Gradually Mrs. Kirkwood was changed
hack into tke wooden woman. Het
songs ceased; her laughter became
)Ower and lower, then it died away
altogether; she spoke less and less,
then not at all. She sat In het
clean, windowless kitchen the Bios
long day, with hands folded, the old va.
cant stare in her eyes.
The tenement no longer wonders
rim," sald Haucoek. "The °the. 
about what she is thinking or towarei
424nt tahe.".--CbIrago Daily News vhaj 
the vacant stare in b.ar hia calm
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good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of Your house. illiodnee Porrt:ein
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are unitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provetnents, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and anention no
matter how mail or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAH.
Phones sor 132 At 4th
je............„....
4:-..„. . . roai Isaac S;:e!by to J. C. W. Eeckainr
FREE
"mmazma ALL OF semormac.
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNS
The First Time Their riders, Have Ever
Been P Wished. FREE.
The nreninx Pert ha. for ar.vrat r•sr• • .clear•red t•• avemre tileturvv 401Onvertiorsar li, t L..t encteeded ser...ring them through the asatstati•:e of the Ken-tucky *tat?. Iiistrical society. •
lit e!.der to place these pictures in • permanent form, they have here arranged In./roll, In all we-to-dee. Atlas showing. Kentucky with the lated crnc,i. pictures ofall the presidents of the United Mates. tauter% anti Plat. of all nations, steam, Sip roistea,ataust.eat dara, hiotory of the Rosen-Japan War. al.° late maps 0(11w Unite... motet. Pan-ama Canal, Kruitern • nd Western Hemisphere. reports of the last three national censusand much other historical information.
Mae sakes end refueble Atlas le PRIIII leAU. IIVEPANO PCk. • SUBSCRIefiRS.If not sew subscriber send te oe for • fall year's anbarriptioat by mail Of 5i ,•3 firmonth', subscelplkm. Understood that these rates are by t:tail only and that the sub.acript ion Trice by carrier or agent win cents per week.
The Evening Post publishes at: or more editions icily and the latest edition is sent toeach reader according to the time that it will reach them.
The Peening Post is first in everything and has the most State news and beatmarket reports.
For CI the people' and against the grafter.
Independent alwaya.
Fair CIA Home.
E tracing pain. LouloviLur. KY.
WINCIft11iiR-'
“NUBLACK"
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
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Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procur
e
the same odor from us. 
You'll
say there is a great 
difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy 
perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to 
show
you perfumes. Our 
knowledge
of these requisites is 
what en-
able us to give you 
perfumes
that have not detonated 
since










Because it irons smothly, n'ot
rough_
Second.
The button holes, Of stud
holes match.
Negligeerileit; With buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Kee-
tacky Satisfy yourself by




ildest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Icy anything and sell everything,.
stil-sso Court Strtitt; Uid Phone
Con Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I WOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS 1HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORATED
pa6 B'way. Days hnd Night.
Free Catalogue School
Excursion
$t. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion out of Paducah.
,
8100 For the Round Trip to$Tennessn river & returi
It is a trip of pleasure, conafon
" sad rest; good Service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. ss
For other information apply to Jas














DISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
• SMALL FORTUNE.
Rudest of a Univercity Law School
IA Bangor, Maine, Finds
Mysterious Source of
Rich..
If a rich vein of gold-bearing quarts
bad been discovered on the side of
Whitney's mountain. the rush of for-
tune seekers would not have been
greater than it has been to Sarsaparilla
gully during the last few weeks, ow-
ing to the finding of ginseng in great
quantities in the gravelly soil on the
gully banks, says a recent Newburg
(Me.) report.
Tshe pioneer in the business Is John
M. Thuriough, a student at the Uni-
versity of Maine law school, in Ban-
gor. Last year It was noticed that
he joined in none of the Saturday
games played by tho student'.
The reason Thuriough assigned for
absenUng himself every Saturday was
that he wanted to go to his home in
Fairfield and pass the Sabbath with
his parents, though it was noticed that
hi never left his hoarding place on
rainy Saturdays.' Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of law books tad filling
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought • WO
piano ad had it installed in his room.
the gossips learned the secret of hia
sudien access to riches, and most of
the teuntry had something to talk
about :or a year to come. The-expla-
nation made by young Thuriough was
very stmple.
He had an aunt living in Newburg.
an* one day when be was calling on
eer the family went to Sarsaparilla gui
ley to dig roots for the usual sprins
bitters. The fame of the roots tit
earsaparilla gulley bad gone through
the cotnty years before.
By sprouting whole corn and this
lryiag it, and grinding the grain ane
mixing it siitb sarsaparilla root and
'prat. krusis and checkerberry leaves
ard stirrer, and then mid,ng yeast sad
,etring the compouni ferment, the reed
feats were able to reach a condltios
at absolute health
As young Theerlouirh helPed to dis
the health-giviog roots he noticed they
were bigger and more pulpy than or
Cleary sarsaparilla. and with a view
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, be took samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono, who at on
decided they were Miming roots. Sub.
eequent .rsecieedIngs were easy.
Hawing a good working knowledge
of Or. law, young Tburiough Dondei
the land lying on either side of the
gully. and spent all of his spare time dig
ging and preparing the ginseng soot
for which there was a quirk snie
$2.50 a pound. Be remaining silent
concerniug his mourns of revenue, the
law student cleared up about $10.0(n
last year, and lio1,1 his provisions'
lease to a Boston company for Woe,
In rash.
I t noserted that the company has lug
and cold ginseng roots valued at 11.1
000 the past season, sod ra.w tbat th
affair is no longer a seeret. hundred:
of eager people are hunting Dismow
and Newburg hills in the hope of
ending another ginseng plantation
Many sere, of pasoure and woodland
have been dug over, but with unsatie
factory raeults.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park welkin'
along the east side of the Bronx rivet
not far from the subway entrance have
been interesned in a circular net that
was placed in the stream a few day,
ago. It was put there, reports Gil
New York Sun. fur the double pur
pose of supplying fish dinners to the
birds of the zoo and specimens fol
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row of stakes near the hank lead,
out to the net, which is funnel shaped
with the large end inshore. The Isis
corning to the bank to feed enter"the
moutn and naturally swim back int*
deep water, but they find the net nar-
rowing, ard when they slide through
the s:nall hole In the.end of the fun-
nel they are trapped within a larger
net 'of the sameostvle. The net is
about 15 feet long and faur feet wide
at the mouth.
Carp and suckers weighing from a
quarter of a pound to three ponnds
have been taken in this way for the
benefit of the zoo eagles, cranes and
vultures The keepers say that the
birds appreciate this fresh fish.
All the pickerel and bass captured
are sent to the aquarium to be ex-
hibited, or in etcergency to be fed to
their fellows. A few eels tad mud
turtles wander Into the net.
It Was All Over.
"No more will I hear his footsteps
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the ol4, parlor light will never
burn low for him again."
"You don't mean it?"
"I do, and furthermore, he will never
sit on this sofa ttree Lights a week
and call me pet names as be has been
doing for the past two years."
"I am astonished."
"And to-night I an going to burn all
the old love letters In my trunk"
"B—but why are you going to dis-
aard him?"
"Discard him? Why, you goose, I
em going to marry himl"--Columbile
puipatch
HIS LAST STRUGGLE.
Henry Jameson Satterfield is disootre
ered leaning over the library table gas.
ing intently at •a photograph in his
hand. lie hears the sound of familiar
feet. Hastily sliding the picture un-
der a heap of papers, he turns to greet
the newcomer with a beautifully done
Imitation of relief. (He speaks.)
"Why, hello, Tom, old man! Glad
you looked me up—bored to death, you
know, and all that. No, you didn't in-
terrupt me at all. I was just glancing
over the evening paper. Say, this is
a treat. Nobody sees anything of you
since you went and got engaged. Don't
you ever take an evening eff? Lucky
she went away for the holidays or I
ithouldn't see you now, I suppose. No,
I don't blame you. Celia is a lovely
girl—a regular prize—but we fellows
feel you've loot about dropped us, and
old friends, you know.
"Oh, come off! I don't sailer know
how it 1st Just because' you're in lure
is no reason for your fool insinuations
that every one else is, too! No, sir!
A bachelor's life for mel
"Well, I can't help It If people do
gossip. A tnan can't look at a girl
without every one's setting the wed-
ding day. I'm sure I've paid no more
attention to Caroline than to a lot of
others. Well, howl if you enjoy it;
still, I don't see asything to laugh
about myself. She's a mighty fine girl,
though, don't you thlak? So different
from most of tke others—seems to us-
derstand a tallow and all that and to
have a little sense. Why, that girl-
-Now, see here, Tem- Can't a Mita
speak admiringly of a girl without your
grinning that way? There's nothing
In It, I tell you. I've thought the mat-
ter over long ago and you don't catch
me running my neck into any matri-
monial noose. Why, I've been attract-
ed by lots of girls and I always out-
grew it. What if I'd married one of
'ern before I came out of my trance?
What's that? Different from the pres-
ent serious attack? I am not suffering
from any attack. I tall you.
"Yes, I had Christmas dinner at
Caroline's. She knew my folks were
all away and I thought it mighty nice
at them to ask me. It was her moth-
er's invitation, of course. I knew you'd
say that—It's nothing of the sort. Her
mother Is • lovely woman and hasn't
an idea of angling for anyone, espe-
cially for me. I think it's a pretty
state of affairs when people can't ask
a fellow to dinner out of simple kind-
ness of heart without being suspected
of.deep-laid plans. And what do you
think? Caroline had made the miles
pies and the salad herself. I never
tasted anything like them. I tell you I
like to see a girl take an Interest in
things abaut the bowie and it is al/
the more creditable when she does
n't
have to. Most girls with three 
eery.
ants at home wouldn't be caught dead
la Um kitchen. Caroline says she likes
to cook and fuss around. She gets
 so
pink are her hal: alWaye roughs up
and curls sround her ears when she
gets interea.ed and excited, so Ill 
bet
she looks areat in the kitchen. She—
"Oh. cut it out. Tom. I'm simpl
y
telling you ahout my Christmas dinn
er.
I am not raving over Caroline. 
Not
that a fellow would find it hard to 
rave
about her if he wanted to. only I do
n't
go II for ttat port of foolisbness. Been
to any shows lately? I haven't. 
I'm
outgrowing those musical-comedy
things. 1 bey are so tiresome. A p
er-
sou gets no root, out of them, 
Caroline
says. She likes a play that gives 
you
something to think about—prob
lem
plays, she calls them.
"Say lett she has bralms! You ough
t
to have heard the line of talk 
she put
out about the last cnc we saw. 
She
t•ok a d:ffeient tiew of it from 
the
ene I took. I like to get her arguing,
tr she crows ao excited! She alw
ays
has soniethieg interesting to say.
"What's (ha'?. Lee here, Tom, how
many times must I tell you that you
are on the wrong Deck? I don't see
hnw anybody coultl say I was in lo
ve.
I'm far too comfortably situated in
these bachelor quarters to think of
getting married. 111 leave that Lb you
loci other foclish young men. It
wouli take an extraordinary girl to
make me change my mind.
"Oh. so Celia has a new photoOtaph
of Caroline, has she? 1 must ask her
to pass them around. No-o-o. I haven't
any Maitre or Caroline—she's not the
sort of girl to Land out her photo-
graphs to Ill the men she knows. I
don't care much about collecting girl's
piczures, anyhow—that belongs to cO-
legr daye. Rouldn't know what to do
with a hotogtapb if I had it—just
.letters up the place.
"Look cut there! You've knockel
over that heap of per'. s. Never ml .d
—4h—"
(He makes a frantic grab for the
ph.,tograph of Ln attractive young
won! ill whIchloin has picked up from
under the pile of fallen newspapers
and ir smilingly holding out to him.)
"How extraordinary! How the deuce
could I have got ho'd ef Caroline's pic-
ture and not know it? She must have
given it to me and I'd forgotten it.
Must you be roing? I'm glad you
stopped in and I've enjeyed hearing
all about your r.lans and Cella's. Drop
in ar.y time You o ant to unburden your
soul, old man—here's your hat. Good-
night.
"Now, what in thunder was he grin-
Ling shout? These chaps that think
thWvo a joke en a fellow make ma
tire'. Where did he put Chat picture
of Careline? Oh, tete It is! I never
glier eyes lihe hers!"--Chicago Daily
News?
Helpless.
"I bear you lost your job."
"I didn't."
"But you're not working."
"No. But I didn't lose my joh. Ttre
loss took it away from me before my
jiTiCtvelaii¢Lj 
Workings of a New Experiment In
the Bell Government of
the Young.
The writer was present a few weeks
ago when the first school city was
organized in Bostoa by Wilson L. Gill,
the inventor and founder of the ay*
tem, writes Frank Pearsons, in Cen-
tury. There were 700 pupils, all girls
of the grammar grades. They were
delighted with the plan,,voted unanli
mously and enthusiastically to adopt
the Golden Rule as the fundamental
law of their school city, supplemented
It with various provisions against dire
order, destruction or injury of prop-
erty, profanity, rudeness, unkindness,
etc., and showed remarkable discre-
tion in the election of their officers.
The mayor was a blight-faced girl
at twelve and a half years. When
asked, shortly after the election, what
It meant to her to be mayor of Han-
cock school, she said: "It means to
see that every girl is orderly, clean
and good. It means that they must
have good conduct. They must he
clean and neat in their drew; and
betas. They must keep the school-
rooms and the school yard neat. And
they must be kind to everybody."
"That is • great task. Aren't you
afraid of ar
The answer was prompt and clear:
"No, for I think they are all good
citizens."
Mary Fin*, the judge, said: "I
shall warn citizens who don't behave,
and if that does no good I shall pun
lek them. Tbery must behave"
The whole discipline of the school
In put into the hands at the Miens
The teachers give instruction, and
advice when it is needed, and the al-
tinuste respocisibility and authority are
always with them. But the students
make laws and really govern them
selves, although there is as author
It, above them, just as a grown-ug
city governs itself, although the lees
lature may at any time revoke its
charter.
In fact, there is more real self-gov-
ernment in these school cities than
In most of our large cities. Fog
there is no apathy in the school city,
no stay at home vote, no political are
chine or boas.
There is no graft la the school city,
to boodle on the council, no "'lade-
standing" between the police and
wrongdoers. The ten year-old fudge
and the twelve-year-old mayor are ab-
solutely incorruptible. Habits of good
citizenship are formed while the mind
le plastic, open to the full force of
considerations of right and justice and
free from commercial motives and
other Influences that in later life so
often interfere with the duties of
citizenship The love of liberty is
strengthened and ennobled by recog-
nition of the rights of others and the
necessity of mutual limitations for the
public good. Respect for law and au-
thority is developed. The sense of
justice is strengthened sad the judicial
attitude of mind Is cultivated.
The results have boos excellent is
every way. ooth conduct and schol-
arship are greatly improved. Disobe-
dience is putted up by the roots. Pub
lie sentiment ranges itself on the side
of law when the public makes the
law. A breach of order is no longer
regarded as a defiance of an alien gov-
ernment, but as an injury and an in-
sult to' the community. Even the*
most disorderly schools have been ree
duced to good conduct by the institu-
tion of the school city.
Breaking the Trail.
Winter In the mountains Is severe
In its restrictions. Sledging and travel
over the snow-banked trails are lim-
ited to bare necessity. In the colder
seasons the trails are kept open by
shoveling and packing them down
When the runners sing intermittent.
ly In high, thin voices, the teamster,
with a belt tight around his cvercoal
and flopping his arms to keep warm,
faces his greatest hardships. But
when the heavy snows and rapid thaws
of spring come, teaming means a bat-
tle and a venture with a sudden
termination banging just above
Thousands of tons of anew up the
mountain sides bang on a trigger
that can be sprung by the sigh of
a breeze or the rolling of a pine cone,
and in simmer many a barren slope
and pile of rock and timber at the
bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the win-
ter's night. Floundering, swearing
and persevering opens the trail—a lit-
tle ruffed thread of white from up
above, but a hard day's work for a
man.—Outing.
Curious English Almshouse.
The most curious almshouee Is
England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi-
chester. There eight old ladles live
actually in the church, which is a fine
old building dating from 1680, it was
originally a monastery, but when
Queen Elizabeth came to visit there
she turned it into an almshouse, to
endure as long as almshouses exist,
The old ladles have two neat little
rooms each down the sides of the
main church, with windows looking
out on the garden. They have each a
coal supply, a kitchen range, water
and gas. At one end of the church
Is the chapel, where daily services are
held. The choir stalls are beautifully
carved old oak, the original seats that
the monks used. The church stands
is a quiet little square.
Last Addition.
"This Eat is so fearfully small,'
eomplained the e;:plicant. "Do you
think we could .. enough breath in
it to live on?"
-0, yes!" said the agent. "It is
thoroughly provided with compreasod
stroll Pres PM&
•
IS A GRAND OLD RULER.
Kaiser Franz Josef, Emperor of Aus-
tria and King of Hun-
gary.
Quite apart from the foolish praise
lavished upon monarchs for their
slightest acts, says Pearson's Maga-
zine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor of,,
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler of
a dozen states and 20 peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilized
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the warring focUuns within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburs
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
spect and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand Ole
Main" among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiasm for hir
charm of manner, his democratic ap
proachableness, his amazing frank
Dees and his sterling sense of justice
This aged man, now nearly 75, work!
ten hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting him-
self with a "quick lunch" brought ta
him at the desk in his study. Frans
Joist to-day remains the same early
rimer he was in the days of his youth
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead et the early hour
of half-past four. His toilet—bath-
ing, shaving and dressing—neves
takes him longer thau half an hour;
and as the emperor does not care for
civilian dress, be usually dons the
uniform of a colonel of one of his own
regiments On his frequent shooting
expeditions, however, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and is
his study be appears in • abort mili-
tary cloak, with a peakiess soldier's
cap.
Every act of this remarkable old
man's life is conducted with military
precision. On the very stroke of five
his breakfast—a cup of coffee, some
cold meat, and rolls—is brought him;
before six he Is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one to
think this was • cozy sitting-room,
with its dainty pictures, framed photo
graphs and charming furniture; but
the big writing table in the window,
the bookshelves and the litter of
newspaper cutting's on tables, chairs
end floor reveal the rooms true putt.
pose.
Just abet* the emperor's writing
table hangs it porteleit of his late cum
sort. Empress Eetabeth, who was
stabbed. to the heart with a file by a
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
years ago Alas! this is but one ef the 1
many dark tragedies that have over-
shadowed the unfortunate house of
s'.. ire,. In this study the emperor
works uotnterruptetily untit to op
Bulky packet. of papers and minis-
terial reports are rend to him; and se
eareneiy efnes he go through this work
that he frequently pounces upon eon'
tradirt Ions bet a een clauses, w hick
hove entirely escaped tooee who ha
ve
Iraited the bill.
PC:APING INSULT CN INJURY•
tfeir-hborly farrowing Has It.
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
Shown,
Tie Blanks, who ltved on the thirt
floor, hail quarreled with the Dashes
who lived on the second. The on
fortunate affair had apparently eileee
with the return of numerous househole
articles which thee thrifty Mrs. Mist
had borrowed from the esey•
going Mrs. Blank. The list, however
did not include a French drip coffee
pot and a silk umbrella. and Mrs. Blank
towed she wou:d not laver herself to
ask even for her own property, relates
the New York World.
Black, being a man's man, kept out of
the quarrel. but Nosh being more or less
henpecked, was drawn Into it by bit
wire.
'the other night Blank came home tc
and his wife in tears.
'Wh-what do you think, James'
fiat horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me dead
at. day."
ft)h. well, what do you care? He
tint worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he did
it," sobbed his wife. "You see their
window opens on the air-shaft and you
can hear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
umbrella is this?' I could not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh. well
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the office.
"I had to stop and speak to the Janitor
so Mr. Dash and 1 carte face to face on
the front steps, and he cut me—with my
own daughter's umi,rella over his head
Honest—his nerve--
And her woes were expressed In a
fresh outburst of sobs.
Town for Lawyer's Fee.
An old comrade of Private Da:zell's
in Washington county. 0., sent for him
to try a case in IVO. The case was tried
in a country schoolhouse. The suit was
of such a sort that an adverse judgment
would have put the defendant and his
wife and seven little children on the
road homeless and penniless. Daizell
happened to win the case. When the
justice of the peace announced the de-
cision the crowd rose and cheered, and
one bold fellow proposed they would
build a town on the spot and call it
Dalzell, and it has been done—one of
the handsomest little villages In Ohio.
Bespoken.
"No, thank you," said Miss De
Kum "I doil care to meet It* new
young* men.'
"My!" exclaimed Miss Caddie;
"you're select all of a sudden."
"No," replied Miss De Mure, glanc-
ing dreamily at her new ring: "I've





Medical Authorities Putting Forth
'Their Best Efforts to elieelc
Inroads of the Full
Disease.
The commission which was appointed
Last year by the New lurk board of
health to study pneumonia and whom&
preliminary report has just been sum-
marised by the poses, is ourioneied of
men of high professional rank, says Um
New York Tribune. Yet the problems
involved in the inquiry are so seire:ua
(bat there is no danger of secoring too
exalted a grade of talent for their solo-
thos. The disease which the commis-
sion has been considering has rieen into
peculiar prominence of late. AC ono
time consumption caused more deaths
than any ether malady and pneumonia
ranFsd second as a cause of morality.
Within the hurt ten or fifteen years the
two hays eschew gui places in some parts
of the United States, if not in the LIAO-
tropolia. Consumption, as a result of
the adoption of more enlightened rueth-
oda of preveation and treatment, works
a little less havoc now than formerly.
Pneumonia, on the other hand, fade a
greater number of vicIlms in proportaus
to the population. There is ground tot
the bake( that grip has coat:lbw:ad
materially to this result because it m
often a prelude to an attack of pneu-
monia sad it sadly etaqualiges a man foe
eimosseful resistance to as Maims of an-
other nature. However, whatever the'
muse, the increased prevalence of pneu-
monia has excited ths gravest alarm and
perplexity In the medical pretension.
The oommiestee is coaviaoed that.
Like tuberculests, the more saute typed
luas diseases is attributable to tie pre.-
once of mierolses and that the isoAer ars
disseminated by the drying of sputum
from patients. The orgaztianu are nee
easily borne about by the air so long as
they are moist, but afterward they aro
as easily circulated as dust particles.
This fundamental fact shows the desir-
ability of deluging a sick room with Gas-
light, promoting freer ventilatico and us-
ing a broom only when the Coot has
been sprinkled.
Some puzzling facts have been elicited
in the course of the lavsetigarion eon-
ducted by Dr. Larliagton's imports* ono
is that pneumococei. the supposed came
of the disease, are sometimes carried in
the mouths of persons for weeks with-
out producing any apparent effect. In
like manser they are obeerved in the se-
cretions of patients who hare recovered
for a considerable interval after the die-
appearance of otittc symptoms. This,
second phenomenon reser= t.es one
which often follows an attack ot typhoid
fever and gives rtaifto the qeestoan how
long such persons may threaten the
health of their associates and neighbors.
Perhaps more light on this matter may
be afforded by further observaUcra.
Much information should prove treerol
In the divisive of canitazy precaution&
for a community In which pneumoaus
prevails.
Prevention is infinitely preferable to
cure. beat good generals consider what to
do if their first line of defense falls. The
only remedial ,.gent to which the coin-
lion refers is a blood serum derived
from an inmate animal. Experimental
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an-
titoxin of this kind, other ventures of
the mune character having been made
repeatedly le the lard few years The
verdict rendered Is a little obscure, but,
while the commission seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared,
might be serviceable for purposes of
diagnosis, it appears to be silent about
the remedial and protective qualities or
the article. However, If the serum
which a few physicians even now em-
ploy, is not all that could be desired, im-
proved methods may yet develop owe
that caa be more heartily recommended.
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
"Torn" Jenkinson, head gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are on view to the
'umber of 1,600. lean ardent Seotehnum,
with a passionate love for all thing*
that come from the Land o' the Heather.
N. and a few kindred souls have organ-
ised a bagpipe band that will soon show
Pittsburg the possibilities in teatime/4
Highland melody. Mr. Jeakinson is Ul•
leader tad every an of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is one
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do tg
properly one must have the blood of a
proper clan in one's veins to give the
tree "skirl." Mr. JenkInson holds that
a Sootehmas sad only a Sootehman caa
be a good gardener or a piper. -As
Englishman learns to be a gardener
frem the top down," says Jeskinson.
"A Sootchnsan starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
why se many gardeners come from
Saggland. They learn bit by bit over
there."- -Pittsburg Dispatch.
Low Witch Hazel Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch hail
shoots its reeds tee or fifteen feet? IS
yea want a brand-new seneatioa, bring
borne some brunches of witch inset hav-
ing both flowers and unopened seed pots,
on them and put them In vases of water,,,
The pods burst at the meet unexpeetet
times, waking you in the night and pep-
poring you with their hard, shiny, blade
seeds. Branches that are to be used for
a party must be selected with care, to
be sure of having perfectly fresh flowers
and seed pods that have not *piped, ft
it is peewit:le to do so, cut them eke same
day they are needed. If they must be
cut the day before they are needed, pee
them in a cold place in water and wrap-
a damp cloth around the branchee, in
order to prevent the flowers from with-
ering and to keep the seeds from being








•1 YOU 'CAN'T TR1FFLE **
WITH SICKNESS i
1 ditIn emergencies, prompt, exact, t.
* careful and intelligent service is Z
I imperative.
Our large patronage proves that
we are giving just this kind of
service.
Whether you order the most :
complicated prescription, a drink se
of Soda or simply want to buy a ti
tooth brush, you will receive the
sir








( • giver Stages.
itliro, 41.3, ris'ng.
f." 9 attanooga, 5.3, falling.
s .;• Cincinnati, 59.4, rising.
Evansville, aa.o, rising.
op hnsonville, 9.2, falling.
7 • uisville, 32.7, rising.s.
• . Carmel, 22.8, falling.
Nashville, 122, r sing.
Pittsburg, ao.1, rising.







The itiamer Chattanooga got
away yesterday for the Tennessee
river. She comes back again in about
two weeks
The Dick Fowler goes to Cairo
this morning, comes back tonight.
and lies until Ntpnday morning at
o'cleek before departing on another
trip that way •••
The Kentucky gets out for the
Tennessee riser tonight and remains
up that stream until next Thursday
t yening.
.The Buttorff leaves Nashville today.
pets here tomorrow, and leaves Mon-
day for Clarksvile,
Engineer Jo flasch of the
ferryboat Bettie wen is confined at
h's home with ilium and will not be
able to go to Washington, D. C., and
attend the nafoaal convention of
marine engineers, which opens there
rest Monday. 4
The Margaret left yesterday for the
Tennessee river after a tow of ties.
:Tha.',Katherine has gone to Cairo
• nith a barge of paving brick.
The Georgia Lee expects to leave
Memphis next Tuesday and vr• here
Thursday On her way up to Cincin-
nati.
• The Peters Lee will. leave Cincin-
nati Monday and get here Thursday




6.000 CHILDREN OF CHICAGO
SICK WITH THE FEVER
Ch caps. Jan. t8.-The scarlet fever
and diptheria epidemic in Chicago and
its suburbs spread like a lightning
streak today. Six thousand children
'.fie stricken with the dread disease,
according to physicians of the Chi-
. (-ago health department and doctors
ri4.1.004- ti_b:rs.b-asn.7. Oak Park and other
Aronsed by the enormous sick list.
city officials began a strenuous fight
,7 to prevent 'Further inroads on the
school children.
.stms. WO Public schools in Evanston and
• •11ak Park were closed, and a plan to
slut all Chicago schools, public and
parochial, was discussed.
'Mayor Dunne said he would stand
, behind the health depart t in any
action it might take, offerin the aid
' of the enfre police department to
'shut off from the city a supply of had
rrilk. which is blamed for the starting
ql the epidemic.
Commissioner of Buildings Bartzen
;o:iieel the cru•ade, starting an in-
spection of dairies and milk houses.
BILL WOULD BAR BOY
TELEGRAPH OPERATORS.
.,0605,isifis'ows-ottspe3ca, Kas., Jan. 18.-Tlic Kansas
legislature followed the lead of Ne-
b-aska todw when M .C. Foley, of
Republic county, introduced a. bill
protridink that no person shall act as
a railway telegraph operator who is
less than 21 years old, of good moral
character, whose qualifications are
approved by a board of examiners ap-
pointed bye, the governor.
The merhbers of the board of ex-
aminers 1CereqUired to be reputable
"'and cotit Ant railway telegraphers.




ssOuld be a better ra-1 for the
rivers and harbors rl,out to be
1•ancled down to a
committee room.
UNDERSTOOD ALLEN WOMA
HAS JUMPED THE CITY
TODAY IS THE TIME SET FOR HER TO APPEAR BEFORE
JUDGE REED AND SHOW CAUSE WHY SHE SHOULD NOT
BE PUNISHEt FOR CONTEMPT OF COURT, IF SHE CAN-
NOT PROVE SHE HAS NOT VIOLATED THE ORDER OF
THE COURT TO CLOSE HER ESTABLISHMENT - HELEN
WESTLAKE HAS MOVED INTO A HOME DOWN ON CAMP-
BELL STREET, AND THE "FRONTIERSMEN" ARE GETTING
ACTIVE.
Today is the time specified for
Daisy Allen, madame of a former
bawdy house ern Wiest Court street, to
appear before Judge W. M. Reed in
the circuit court and show cause why
she should not be punished for con-
tempt of court, as an affidavit has
been tiled before the judge stating
she has been nulling her disorderly
house, despite the order of the court
directing it to close 4s the remainder
in the old "red light" district. It is
under stood the Allen woman has
skipped out of the city, and if this is
the case she will not be looked for,
as the officials deem her absence from
the community of more importance
than punishment.
When the judge took into his hands
the proposition of weeding out the
bawdy houses in that section he had
all the women indicted on the charge
"maintaining nuisances" in the na-
ture of the disorderly houses, fined
each heavily, and then ordered that
December 1 all the the places close
and no more business be carried on,
else the madames will be punished for
contempt of court.
The first of this week Rector Dav:d
Wnght of Grace Episcopal church
made ar, affidavit before Judge Reed
to effect that last Sunday he noticed
men entering the Allen woman's
house, and believed she was continu-
ing the immoral avocation prevalent
••••••••••••••••••*•••••••
•
• PERSONAL MENTION. *
•
••••••••••• *Hot*. **••• It***
Col. Victor Van de Male returned
yesterday`ofrom a drumming trip to
Tennessee.
Miss Davie Cowper of Smithland
has returned home after visiting her
sister, Nhrs. Gilbert Presnell.
Miss Agnes Carney of Mayfield is
visiting Mrs L. A. Albritton of West
Jefferson.
Mr. L. P. Sunderland has returned
from visiting his sister, Mrs. Lee WA-
son of Mayfield.
Mr. Payton of Kuttawa is the guest
of his cousin. Miss Emma Lansston
of Twelfth street.
Circuit Clerk John Parsons of
Stiaithlagd went home yesterday.
Mr. Charles F. Rieke returned yes4.
terday from Louisville where he at-
tended the Burnett-Cary wedding.
Mir. Jule Switzer is in thy city from
Louisville.
Mrs. Charles W. Ftzlitigh of Jack-
son. Miss., is visiting her parents,
Rev. and Mrs. W. T. Bolling of North
Seventh.
Miss Anna Rhea of Nashville is
visiting Mrs. Vernon Blythe of North
Seventh.
Miss Edna Wright yesterday re-
turned from a brief visit to Cairn.
Mr. Joe %Vooldridge yesterday went
to Mobile. Ala., to locate.
Miss „Miiry Farrell has returned
from visiting in Shrevesport. La.. ac- .
companied by her aunt. Mrs. Louis
E. Farrell and daughter.
Miss Nellie Warren and Maggie
Klandolt have returned from visiting
Mrs. Warren of Birdsville.
.Mrirs. John Hancock of Arvonia,
vfsiting Iv sister, Mrs. W. N.
Mullens of Tr•mble street.
Dr. N. %V. IP:on of LaCenter.
Ballard county. arritred here yester-
day to take the place of interne at
the railroad hospital.




• NEWS IN BRIEF. •
**************4***********
-Mr. and Mirs. Jake Benedict of
North Seventh street have a fine girl
baby.
-The Kentucky avenue Presbyter-
ian church lades give a cake sale to-
day at Ogilvie'.
-Rev. W. T. Boaz will preach this
evening, tomorrow morning and night
at the Christian Chapel on West Ten-
nessee street.
-Alderman Ed D. Hannan is con-
fined at his home on North Fifth with
malarial fever.
-Mr. Lee Andrews is quite ill at
/he home of his mother n Ballard
county where he has been for several
weeks. He is the young clothier of
this city.
-Mr. Charles Moore has resigned
his position with Covington brothers
and returned to Murray to resickt.
'Reporter-Well, I've interviewed
tic
itor-Did she talk without re-
strain?
Reporter-I should say
wouldn't say a word 1,4;1




before the "close up" order of De-
cember i. The judge then issued an
order citing the female to come be-
fore him and prove she was not carry-
ing on her business.
It is understood from several
sources that she has left the city, but
if still here she will have to appear to-
day or suffer a double penalty, one
for running her place and the other
for disobeying the order of .the judge
to appear.
Weedlike Woman Moved.
Helen Westlake, who conducted a
bawdy house on West Court street
before the "skiddoo" order, has moved
to a home she bought on Campbell
between Sixth and Seventh street.
She says she has taken up this resi-
dence to lead a private life, and not
to conduct any character of estab-
lishment for bawdy purposes. She
says she intends remains there, %hilt
the "Frontier Committee" has met
and annouinced they would keep
watch on her and try to get her out
She claims she has abandoned the
resort business and will live there like
any other respectable eitisen, while
the committeemen do not •thsisk it
good for that .section for her to re-
main, so they now have sub-com-
mittees investigating laws, etc . in




(Coatineed from Pogo Ono.)
valley and maidenhair fern. Around
the basket were grouped single can-
dlesticks with white tapers shaded in
white silk.
The fawors were in white. Besides
the bride and groom those seated at
the table were Mr. and Mrs. Julius
Walsh. Dr. David Morton and Mrs.
'Morton, Miss Elizabeth Burnett and
Me.. Cary Tabb. The younger guests
were seated at small tables in the
dining-room, while the older -guests
were seated at tables in the library
and drawing-room.
Mr. and Mrs. Cary left in the after
noon for a wedding trip and will be
at .home after February to at their
apartment. 407 Fountain Court.
A number of out-of-town guests
attended the wedding. Among them
acre! Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cary, of
Lexington. the parents of the groom:
Col. Roger Williams and Mn-s Wil-
liams. of Lexington, the aunt and
rncle of Mr. Cary; Mr. and Mrs.
Julius Walsh, of St. Louis: Mr. and
Mrs. George Cobb, of Chicago: Mr.
and Mrs. Masene Burnett. of•Paducah.
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles DalTam, of
Henderson
EXAMINATIONS.
Occupy All of Next Week in the
City Pubfic Schools.
The school pupils all took their
study books home yesterday as they
have no more rec'tation• until the
'week commencing January 28, as
next week is devoted to the semi-
annual examinations
Yesterday afternoon the teachers
held their monthly literary at the
Washington budding on West Broad-
way, while •the junior class of the
high school skippedsheir literary
wlvch they generally hold the same
afternoon as the instructors.
The Tariff's Stand.
(Chicago News.)
There is to he no special session
on the tariff. It will doubtles•s con-
tinue to stand pat, first on one foot
























A LITTLE MONEY FEELS
BIG HERE NOW
Our prices are now as near nothing as they ever
get. Don't let this golden opportunity go to waste.
Come at once---help yourself---everything is marked
in plain figures.
WE SELL TODAY TO SELL TOMORROW
Suits or Overcoats $ 7.50 value,
Suits or Overcoats $10.00 value,
Suits or Overcoats $12.50 value,








RAIN tin fin CHILDREN'S SUITS
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POPULAR WANTS. 4. ;EDGAR W1 •4
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FO RRENT-5-room house at 633
North Fourth. Apply E. R. Dun,
615 North Fourth.
For 4-to-date Cleaning and Press.
ins Garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St Two 'phone'.
STENOGR PH ER having five
years experience desires position. Cpip
furnish machine Old 'phone 416
FOR RENT-New brick bonne
2311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply J. B. HALL
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT-Elegant flats, Sev
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. .1
Scott
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35: citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
job Terms rea..onable.




"1 have seen very little evil in the
world," says John D., "and I remem-
ber oniy the good," .Won't that mem-
ory of his be convenient on the sYt•
ness stand?
Dr. Blythe regioved from Frater-
nity building to 52T Broadway, next
to Register building. Office 'phone
87o. Resdence 'phone 272.







Fcwril TE GENCI,•////44•0 ••••• _
Ng:WM REAL- ' IMTER.N KEN'TUOCY FARM'. WE
WIDITIfLY PAVEMENT LOTS FOR LAIVESTIZENT. Vmr i71114
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. AND PRJCE iT
FR U TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
rot. • q Pd. erEITTY.Mt1Itl. 50•44ftb.... • vv.&
Advertise in the Register and get results /
.1•••••
Another One Of Our Special •
1 • 5 0 Books• • • • 50c 1,1
We have 2u3t received a n ew shipment of the most desirable
fiction nt our popular soc price, among these we offer.
THE CHIEF LEGATEE, by Anna Katherine Chen. This isone of the greatest books of t he ye•sr. TO BE HAD ONLY ATOUR STORE.
D. E. Wilson1.Bsiookmaen
•
At. Harbour's Department., Store
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